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I	 ,ba The Third Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO- III) carried an X-ray
detector collimated to a; 23 0 full width at* half maximum aperture, and
sensitive to photons between 7.7 and 210 keV.	 I have analyzed the data
. t.
'7	s in five logarithmically spaced energy channels between 7.7 and 110 keV
to study the spectrum and angular distribution of the diffuse compo-
nent of cosmic X-rays. 	 (I use the term "diffuse," although this
'i experiment cannot eliminate the possibility that the X-rays actually
emanate from numerous discrete sources.)' 	 Because this single instru-
ment has scanned almost the entire sky, I can confidently' look for
i relative angular variations even in the presence of systematic errors.
' xi,k
r ..	 _..,
I'subtract the following sources of background from the raw
i count rates:	 phototube noise, counts due to cosmic ray induced y-rays,
and counts due to y- rays associated with the P-decay of Nat.	 At 10
keV about 98 percent of the counts represent diffuse X-rays; at 85 keV
only about 25 percent remain after background correction. 	 The programs
eliminate a large portion of the data because of possible contamination
by charged particles, albedo X-rays, solar X-rays, and X-rays from the
discrete galactic sources.
A program compiles counts within 300 of the galactic poles to
study the energy spectrum. 	 Considering photon counting statistics and
estimated errors in the background correction, the four lowest channels
have standard deviations from 1.5 to 3 percent, and 14 percent for the
65-110 keV channel. 	 A power law with a constant index cannot represent
the data.	 Considering the detector efficiency and resolution
.
, the
lowest three channels fit a power law of index 1.7	 Dal with 'a nor-
malization constant 16.7 photons (keV) 0 ' 7 (cm2 sec ster) 1 .	 A
discontinuity of 0.6 to 1.5 in the index between 32 and 46 keV can
x then fit the two highest channels.
After avoiding all known galactic discrete sources, only
r
1
20	 remain on the galactic° strips around longitudes 150° and 230°
plane.	 These areas have an excess emission in the lowest channel of
0.012 `	 0.00+ photons (cm sec rad) -1 at 10 keV, if interpreted as
a line source.	 The present experiment cannot distinguish between a'	 }
d
point or a line source.
No 'other anisotropies appear in the data.	 Whether the diffuse
component arises from inverse Compton scattering in intergalactic
x
'	 I
I t xi i	 i -

I. INTRODUCTION
Many experiments have shown the existence of a diffuse,
apparently isotropic component of extraterrestrial X-rays in the
energy range 0.25 to 105 keV. The data between 0.25 and 100 keV have
resulted from rocket-borne counters, most effective below 15 keV, and
balloon-borne counters, most sensitive above 30 keV. The absence of
anisotropy, to roughly 20 percent limits, strongly suggested that
these X-rays have extragalactic origin. Because of the inadequacy
of local sources to provide the measured diffuse X-ray strength, and
because of the transparency of the interstellar and intergalactic
media above a few keV, a substantial contribution to the X-ray
intensity at earth must originate at redshifts z = 0X/X ^ 1. This
thesis presents measurements of the angular structure and energy
spectrum of diffuse X-rays between 7.7 and 110 keV.' A single X-ray
telescope successfully operating for a year aboard OSO-III has
provided data with an order of magnitude greater accuracy than
obtained on `previous individual experiments. The X-ray telescope
scanned ` most of the celestial sphere in that time, thus a study of
the angular dependence provides information on the isotropy and
homogeneity of the universe over the entire sky. Although several
different theories might explain the diffuse component, the measure -
ment of the spectrum can provide some constraints, and gives values
s
for physical parameters on a cosmological scale if one assumes a
given emission mechanism.'
-	
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Electromagnetic quanta can travel along straight lines through
space, preserving the direction of their emission. 	 In the optical
and radio range this property includes the penetration of the atmos-
phere. ` X-ray and gamma ray astronomy, suggested as a valuable source
of data by radio and cosmic, ray evidence for high energy processes
in galaxies [Morrison (1958)] and by explosive events in stellar
evolution [Savedoff (1959)], had to await the development of vehicles
for carrying detectors above the earth's atmosphere.	 Sounding rocket
observation of solar ultra-violet and soft X-rays in 1948 [Burni.ght-
(1949)], and balloon observation of hard solar X-rays during flares
[Peterson and Winckler (1959)1, showed the feasibility of detecting
extra- terrestrial X-rays.
	
On June 18, 1962, American Science and
Engineering (ASE) rocket-borne Geiger counters sensitive to 1.6 to
w
6.2 keV X-rays, detected a, strong source of such X-rays in the
galactic center region, superimposed on a sky background which seemed
isotropic within the statistical accuracy of roughly 20 percent 	 }
-,. [Giacconi, et al. (1962)].	 Since then many rocket experiments have
detected a total of about 25 localized cosmic X-ray sources [Friedman,
et al. (1967) ].	 These sources appear as point objects to a detector
with spatial resolution of lo .	 The Crab Nebula does have an angular
extent of about one arc minute [Bowyer, et al. (1964);' Oda, et al.
(,1967)]; no measurement has shown finite size for any other discrete
object, and an upper limit of 20 arc seconds exists for Sco X-1
[Gursky, et al. (1966) ]'.
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In all these experiments the count rate did not become zero
for any 'part of the sky, even after subtracting background due to
charged particles. This background may consist of direct counting of
cosmic rays or geomagnetically trapped particles, or of X-rays pro-
duced by cosmic ray interactions in the detector vehicle or in the
earth's atmosphere.
	
The relative importance of these background
components depends on the exact vehicle and detector configuration,
thus preventing detailed intensity versus celestial position compari-
sons between different experiments.
To establish an apparently isotropic background count rate as,
due to cosmic X-rays required much indirect evidence.	 Balloon-borne
t
r:
experiments provided evidence for a diffuse component of X-rays inci-	 -
dent on the atmosphere [Rocchia, et al. (1966); Hudson, et al. (1966);
-Bleeker,'et`al. (1968)].
	
Figure 1 schematically shows count rates as
a function of the residual atmospheric depth for an X-ray detector.
_X-rays in the atmosphere result from electron-photon degradation of
;• the primary cosmic ray energy. 	 The photons show a transition maximum
at about 90 gm/ cm2, and then decrease at higher altitudes.	 However, 
within a few mean free paths of the top of the atmosphere the count
.x rate again increases, and with the depth dependence expected due to
attenuation of an extra- terrestrial source.	 From the total count rage
R1 at ceiling, one subtracts an extrapolation R2 of the atmospheric
E
X-rays, and the true detector background R3 (the count rate with the
' aperture blocked) and divides by the average atmospheric absorption:
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R (cosmic X-rays at top of atmosphere) _ (R 1-R2-R3 ) e T,	 ( 1 )
i
T = average X-ray optical depth at ceiling.
Any effect due to cosmic rays should show a latitude depend-
ence.
	
A Leiden-Nagoya group flew identical X-ray telescopes from
balloons at geomagnetic latitudes 53°N and 250  [Bleeker, et al.
(1968)].	 These had a NaI(Tl) scintillation counter detector, Sur-
rounded by a passive collimator and a plastic veto scintillator. 	 A
rotating collimator periodically blocked the aperture to give the
background estimate.	 The deduced diffuse intensities, in the range
30-150 keV, agreed very well within the estimated accuracy of about
20, percent.	 For comparison, their data show a factor of 5 higher
flux of 20-40 keV atmospheric X-rays at 7 gm/cm2 at the northern
latitude.
r A Tokyo-Nagoya group constructed a rocket-borne proportional
counter with a rotating collimator having three different apertures
k
[Matsuoka, et al. (1968) ].	 They found a portion of the count rate_
directly proportional to the aperture solid angle, and therefore due
' to a diffuse intensity entering the aperture.
The Ranger-III gamma ray'experiment [Arnold, et al. (1962);
{ Metzger, et al. (1964)] provided key 'evidence that the diffuse com-
ponent originates outside the earth. 	 The rates of a scintillation
counter, pulse height analyzed between 70 keV and about 1 Mev. with
phoswich rejection of charged particles, did not vary from the outer
radiation belts to about 60 earth radii.	 Gamma rays produced in the
spacecraft plus any diffuse component should thus account for the
j
:.y
observed rates.	 In mid-flight a boom extended the detector 6 feet
^-^
rI
I	 -
from the satellite, so that the solid angle of the satellite subtended
at the detector decreased by a factor of 13- Count rates decreased
by less than factors of 2 and 3 at 0.2 and 1 Mev. After eliminating
local radioactivity or the Sun as contributors, the experimenters
concluded that an extra-planetary component provided most of the counts
in the extended position.
A Lawrence Radiation Laboratory group [Seward, et al. (1967)]
combined data from a proportional counter rocket flight and a scintil-
lation counter flight and classified counts as high galactic latitude 	 i
( Ib ( >40°) or low galactic latitude ((b <40 0., and including the plane) .
The two spectral intensities between 4 and 40 keV differed by only the
10 percent statistical accuracy, thus giving a 20 percent upper limit
to a galactic emission. This indicates that the diffuse X-rays must
originate within a sphere of radius the order of the scale height of
the galactic disk, about 100 pc, or originate in metagalactic space.	 .'
The complete transparency of the interstellar medium to X-rays above
a few keV [Felten and Gould (1966)] rules out the former possibility 	 -
because then special emission processes would have to take place only
in the solar neighborhood. In fact, no likely mechanism can explain
the total diffuse intensity in terms of emission within our galaxy
or halo [Gould. (1965) Gould and Burbidge (1965); Felten and Morrison
(1966) ].
Gould (1967) compiled the spectral measurements of many
observers, and fit a power law N(E) = K E -2 ' 3 to the differential
number spectrum between 1 keV and l Mev. Synchrotron or Compton
effect emission by a power lawspectrum of relativistic electrons
NON"' 121111--1
• I 	 i.
w.L 37
It
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(the term "electrons" includes positrons can give such a power law
spectrum of high energy photons. The scatter of data obtained in
different experiments and caused by large systematic errors allowed
this single power law fit. Individual experiments, over perhaps one
decade or less energy range, often resulted in a smaller spectral
index. Recent experiments [Henry, et a;!. (1968) Gorenstein, et al.
(1969); Boldt, et al. (1969); 'Bleeker and Deerenberg (1969)] have
suggested a discontinuity in power law index of from 0.5 to 1.0,
occurring between 10 and 60 keV. I discuss these other measurement
further, together with the present results, in Chapter III.
^JB.	 Theories of the Diffuse Component 1
Currently the two theories most discussed explain the diffuse
component as the observation of unresolved point sources in individual
galaxies, or of Compton scattering of high energy electrons by an
ambient intergalactic photon gas, namely the measured microwave radia-
tion attributed to a 30 K blackbody. As recent reviews have pointed
out [Gould (1967); Morrison (1967)], the diffuse component then con
tains information about energetic processes in galaxies, or about
intergalactic space. For either theory sources atdistances of the
Hubble radius, Rx = c/H — 10 28
 cm., must contribute significantly,
therefore the spectrum and the intensity also carry' information on
evolutionary effects and the angular distribution provides information
on the large scale structure of the universe. I discuss the theories
basically to'-
 see"what angular structure they predict.
00 allow
t
A
,..
Considering both the diffuse and discrete cosmic X-ray
sources, Gould and Burbidge (1965) reviewed processes that can produce
a continuous X-ray spectrum: electron bremsstrahlung by Coulomb inter-
actions or by synchrotron radiation, and Compton scattering of high
energy electrons by low energy photons. The spectral photon intensity
d_N ^,	 photons	 1	 1 dI	 ?	 3B
d
iJ	
cm2 seer sec keVJ
	
^,^,^	 p
0
where I(E) represents the spectral energy intensity, d_p the power lost
into the energy interval E to E+dF by interactions in a unit volume of
space, a-rid 1/471 converts a total flux to a directional intensity under
the assumption that averaged over a large volume, the local high
energy electron intensity appears isotropic and the target particles
or fields do not have any preferred direction. In practice, tie inte-
gration extends only over some region in which the process of interest
takes place. The calculations generally use a power law representation
of the '_nigh energy electron spectrum:
n(Y)
	
	
electrons `	 K 
Y 
m	 ^)
(_Interval of y) , cm]
k
with V the ratio of total to rest mass energy. The spectral index m
may depend on the 'range of y under consideration. This shape agrees
with direct observations of cosmic-ray electrons [Hanseloiii (1968)], with
the synchrotron explanation of the power latiz radio emi ssion from gal-
axies, and with the calculated electron spectrum due to secondary
production from the observed power law spectrum of cosmic ray protons
[Gould and Burbidge (1965)1.
4	 -
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the X-ray production. Felten and Rees (1969) have sketched a model
incorporating radio source evolution to illustrate the possibility of
distant radio galaxies producing the measured spectrum of diffuse
X-rays, including the spectral break, and the constraints then placed
on such models by the X-ray observations.
C.	 Experimental Objectives
Professor Laurence E. Peterson designed the UCSD X-ray tele-
scope for an Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO) as an instrument to
survey the unknown X-ray sky. The necessity for contract specification
and extensive instrument qualification before launch froze the design
in September, 1963, when very few measurements of cosmic X-ray intensi-
ties existed. The instrument has proved to have sufficient dynamic
range to give excellent data on diffuse X-rays, as well as on X -rays
.	 from the sun [Hudson ., et al. (1967,_ 1968a, b, c, 1969b, c)- ., the earth
K	 [Schwartz, et al. (1968b) ], and discrete sources [Schwartz, et al.
y.	 (1967, 1968a); Peterson, et al. (1967); Hudson, et al. (1969a) j .s,	 ;
I use the OSO-III data to prepare a map of the X-ray sky in
five energy channels between 7.7 and 110 keV. The UCSD X-ray tele-
scope provides data from the entire celestial sphere for the first
time by a single instrument. This enables the detection of 'angular
variations an order of magnitude smaller than possible in previous
X-ray experiments
	
with some unknown error in a constant back-
.	
_
ground correction. Current microwave observations have about 0.1
percent relative accuracy [Partridge and Wilkinson (1967); Conklin and
r
( 1967);
 
	
(1969);
 	
(1969)]
  
but coverBracewell Conklin -Penzas -et al.
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P(E) = e-ktE)e,'
with k(E) the CsI absorption coefficient per cm at E, and 2 an average
length through the shield. 	 Even with the minimum length 2 = `1.95 cm
R = .01 at 132 keV, 0.1 at 152 keV, and 1.0 at 184 keV.	 With a more
realistic 2 =	 V2  1. 95 (45 0 incidence to the shield surface), R =-.01
at 150 keV and R = 1.0 at 215 keV.	 Thus the collimating property of
the shield breaks down at about 170 keV, still within the highest
energy channel.
	
Note that the shield still absorbs half of the nor-
orally incident photons at 620 keV, and half of the 45 0 incident photons
up to 1.0 Mev.
The _CsI pAototube charge pulse can trigger two different
anti-coincidence pulses.
	
Nominally, a 100 keV energy loss triggers a
7 µ-sec	 "lower level discriminator" (LLD) pulse, and a 4 Mev^ energy
Loss triggers a 200 µ-sec "upper level discriminator" (ULD) pulse.
'	 A minimum ionizing cosmic ray loses 16 Mev passing normally through
the 1.95 cm CsI wall.	 The discriminator level calibrations occurred
with a source parallel to the central detector, position -S in Figure 2;
because of poor light collection a photon interacting near the aperture
must lose about twice the nominal energy to trigger the same levels.
A long term gain deterioration of the photomultiplier tube had increased
the effective energy thresholds by about a factor of 3 at the en d` of _z
one year in orbit.
'	
2A .02 inch (92 mg/cm ) beryllium window covers the face of the
NaI crystal.	 For X-rays the optical depth T = 53.6 E-3 , so the window
has a slight effect in the case of a steep spectrum, where 5 keV X-rays
r:r=
t
1.
rx
r
F"
20
may trigger the channel two threshold, due to the broad resolution.
The window attenuates a minimum ionizing particle by about 180 keV,
I^
but allows electrons of energy 280 to 390 ke"V or protons of energy
about 7.6 Mev to penetrate with a residual 7.7 to 210 keV. Such
charged particles thus appear identical to X-ray events.
The pulse height analyzer for the NaI phototube consists of
seven threshold discriminators, providing; six logarithmically spaced
differential energy channels between 7.7 and 210 keV (according to
prelaunch calibration '), and two integral channels for all events above
each of those energy limits (Table l). The last three columns of
Table 1 give factors which multiply the count rate to give the differ-
ential spectrum: of a point, line, or diffuse source, assumed to have
a; power law spectrum of index ,2.0. These- factors change about 1 percent
for a 0.2 change in the 'spectral index.
X-ray interaction occurs with 98 percent probability below
the upper edge of channel 6 but falls off to 45 percent probability
at the upper edge of channel 7. I calculate the telescope properties
f
for photons below 115 keV by assuming an opaque shield and 'equal
detection of all X-rays incident at any angle on the>NaI face. For
concentric cylindrical detector and collimator, the detector radius rl,
the collimator radius r2, and the distance h between detector face and
top edge of the collimator determine the angular response. I use the
values reported on the final machine drawings,' and shown in Figure 2.
The area of the detector perpendicular to a broad parallel
	 -
beam at an angle 9 to the cylinder axis equals cos9 A(9), where A(8)
equals the area illuminated by the beam, A(9);= f  dx dy
-	 illuminated area
-,	 r
E
ei.
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Table 1
NaI Analyzer Channel Assignments and Conversion Factors
Channel Function Energy (keV) Conversion of Count Rate to Average
do	 -2Spectral Density for --, - EdE
r. Number Point Source Line Source Diffuse Source
(photons/cm2 (photons/cm2 (photons/cm
sec keV) sec keV rad) sec keV ster)
Ey 1 Integral z 7.7
2 Differential 7.7 - 12.5 .0226 .0565 .160
3 Differential 12.5'- 22 .0116 .0290 .0822
4 Differential 22 - 38 .00687 .0172 .o486
5 Differential 38 - 65 .00.06 .0102 .0288
6 Differential 65 - 113 .00229
.00573 .0162
7 Differential ,	 113 - 210 .00115 ' .00288 .0081+'
8 Integral ? 210
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The optical photons eject a few electrons from the RCA type
4+61 photomultiplier tube cathode, and these electrons undergo 10
stage multiplication, by a factor of 4 or 5 at each stage.	 Fluctua-
tions in the number of photons collected at the photocathode and in
the electron multiplication at the first few dynodes result in a
distribution of charge pulse heights for a fixed energy loss E`. 	 For
a charge pulse resulting from the sum of an indefinitely large number
N of independent interactions, one expects the probability distribution
of equivalent pulse height energy to approach a normal distribution
with mean E' and variance a2 « N a E'.	 Generally, other effects
degrade the resolution. 	 Pulse height distributions measured at BBRC
with a 400 channel analyzer showed several 7-ray sources with normal
shaped peaks about their mean energies.	 Figure 6 shows the standard
deviations,-obtained from the pulse height graphs by a_= .424•(full
width of peak at half maximum). 	 From Figure 6 1 use a(E) = 0.65E0 67,
The resolution probability density that an energy loss E'
results in a; charge pulse equivalent to E,
2
E-E'-
2 a2(E')l
P (E, E') _	 eR
2TT a(E' )
The independence of the energy loss processes and the resolution,
effects ''implies that the probability density for measuring an incident
photon of energy E o to have energy E.
Eo
,_.'. P(E' Eo)	 f	 PR(E, E') P(E 	 Eo ) dE' .	 (11)L0
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Figure 7 shows the probability
Eku
Pk(Eo> =	 r'	 p(E, EO 	 (12)
Ekl
1
that a photon of energy E 	 entering the detector results in a count in
"channel k which has energy limits Ekl to Ek .	 Figure 8 compares the
F total interaction probability to the total detection probability, as a
function of incident	 X-ray energy.	 Table 2 gives the ratios
t Rk(n) r	 Pk(E0	 E
-n dEo,) o
o
with Rk the expected count rate in channel k caused by the number
dN	
-
spectrum WE)= JE n photons (keV sec) -1 , for several values of n.
The numerical integrations used a 1 percent accuracy criterion in the
calculation of Rk.
B.	 The OSO-III Satellite
' 	2 Figure 9 shows the OSO-III satellite. 	 It consists of-a nine-
compartment, 22-inch radius wheel from which three 24-inch arms extend,
and a 22-inch radius sail structure ("Experimenter's Manual 5-57
Orbiting Solar Observatory," BBRC'TM, 63-1).	 The UCSD X-ray telescope
occupies half of a wheel compartment. 	 The wheel section spins at
about 30 RPM, to provide a stable platform for the sail. 	 During the
r
sunlit portion of the orbit, "orbit day," a motor drives the sail
against the wheel so that the sail locks on the solar direction. 	 t
' Ground commanded firing of gas from the extended arms or energizing	 E
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Fig. 7 Probability of actually recording a count in a given channel,
as a function of incident photon energy.
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tTable 2
' Response to Power Law Spectra
"
Channel
Number Ratio of Count Rate to J if
dN
dE -= JE n
t n = 1.0 n = 1.5 n = 2.0 n = 2.5 n = 3.0'
2 .456 .141 .o455 .0151 5.16xio-3
` 3 .570 .138 .0347 8.98xio-3 2.39x10-3
.521 .0952 .ol80 3.50x10-3 o.b93x10-3
5 .495 .o685 9.72x10`3 1.41x10-3 0.zo8xlo-3
6 .518
-0554 6.0 3x10- 3 o . 668x1.0 - 3 7.49x10- 5
` 7 •353 .0298 2.53x10`3 0.214x10-3 1.85x10_5
j
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Fig. 9 Photograph of an OSO satellite. The wheel drum and arms
revolve constantly; the semicircular 
it sail" remains pointed
at the sun during orbit day. The UCSD X-ray telescope
occupies half of a wheel compartment.
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of a magnetic torque coil keeps the wheel plane within 30 of the sun.
Thus as the earth moves about the sun, the spin axis position changes
an average of 10 per day, and in six months the great circle cut by
the rotating wheel sweeps out almost the entire sky. The telescope
misses about 10 0 around the celestial poles since the spin axis oscil-
lated between -15 0 and -35 0 declination, instead of precessing along a
great circle.
A Thor-Delta rocket launched OSO-III on 'March 8, 1967, into a
nearly circular orbit at 550 km altitude and 330 inclination. Thus,
it has an orbital period of 95.6 minutes. One of two on-board tape
recorders stored all telemetry for 90 minutes, and read out-the PCM to
t
FM in five minutes upon command from a NASA Minitrack station at
Ft. Meyers, Florida, or on the west- coast of South .America. In
practice, this gave us about 90 percent total data retrieval from
launch until the second tape recorder failed on June 28, 1968.
OSO-III has a 400-bits-per-second rate; the 0.64- second main {
framecontains 32 eight-bit words. The UCSD experiment fills one word
each main frame. Three other main frame words contain subcommutated
information of interest. The "wheel analogue subcommutator" contains
a measurement of the spacecraft line voltage, the high voltage supply
to the NaI photomultiplier tube, a rough (1 percent accuracy) spin
rate, and various spacecraft temperatures. The "sail' analogue; subcom-
mutator" contains a pitch angle measurement. These analogue subcommu-
tators have a 48 main frame_ ( 30.72 seconds) period. The "digital
sub-multiplexed" (DSM) word contains data needed for the aspect
solution, and has a 40 main frame (25.6 seconds) period. Appendix A
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Table 3
X-ray Telescope Data Subcommutation
f Period- Number ofData Unit (sec Spacecraft Data Contents
'FramesMain -
Main frame word 0.64 1 1 synch bit, 1 energy identifier bit, 6 data bits
Sun energy channel 1.92 3 Accumulated sun counts in one energy channel; one sector
direction count
UCSD synch pattern 3.84 6 (Minimum unit of usable data
Sun energy frame 15.36 24 1 complete 8-channel sun gate spectrum
Sector energy 122.88 192 8 complete sun gate spectra; 60 sector direction counts in
channel one energy channel; total number of counts arriving in
that energy regardless of direction; one anticoincidence
shield rate
Complete experiment 737.28 1152 One complete 6-channel direction count accumulation; 3
cycle upper and 3 dower level anticoincidence rates 	 F
h
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Even without a parity bit, loss of synch pattern or sun or
sector identifications which do not agree with the expected commutator
sequence indicate areas of poor data. Such areas often consist of
several consecutive passes of the satellite over one particular track-
ing station, or occur with high frequency in a data tape made by GS.FC
during one particular analogue to digital decommutation run. Other
areas of data have synch errors at a rate of less than one bit error
in 10,000 for several consecutive days.
Figures 10 and 11 show same of the orbit and aspect data
available after the first data reduction step. In geographic coor-
dinates, the subsatellite point traces out an approximate sine wave
of 330 latitude amplitude, which precesses about 25 0 westward in longi-
tude each orbit. Figure 10 shows corresponding traces in'B-L space.
Pass 277 illustrates a typical, complete orbit. About eight successive
orbits every day carry OSO-III into the South Atlantic anomaly regionn
of trapped radiation. Pass 232 shows such inner radiation belt
penetration, which may last up to 10 minutes. Figure 11 shows scan
circles traced by the wheel plane on the celestial sphere. The shaded'
area around the 12 May scan represents the detector half response;
_
note its wic,_th compared to the .separation of discrete X-xay sources
i	 The scan changes a negligible amount in one day, and approximately
repeats after six months. At this stage of analysis I divide the scan
circle into 60 bins or "sectors" for convenience; later I consider the
}	 fact that the information provided by the sampling schame varies from	
r
b	
'42 to 49 sectors. 	 x
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Figures 12, 14, and 15 show physical quantities derived from
the first stage of analysis. Figure 12 shows shield ULD and LLD rates
versus time; along with the L parameter calculated for the satellite 	 -
position at the same time. The shield rate curves generally follow
the L cuzwe, reflecting the latitude variation of cosmic rays. Least
squares f.Y.ts of shield rates to AL X give x 1.95 .08 for the ULD and
X .8 .2 for the LLD. The coefficients A, and the exponent for the
lower	 ;rate, decrease gradually over one year, as shown in Figure
13, indi cr tiyig a gain ` deterioration. This loss of shield effectiveness
causes a corresponding increase in the NaI background rate. Cosmic ray
vertical cutoff rigidities depend on 15.96 L 2 [Smart and Shea (1967)].
Use of the Freier and Waddington (1968) integral proton spectrum `Jp(>R)
_ 450OR^1' 3 for rigidity R>3 GV, predicts a rate 22L 2 ' 9 counts per
second for the ULD. The remainder of the shield count rate must
result from locally produced and from earth albedo_gamma rays.
The heavy line at the bottom of the graphs indicates passage
through the South Atlantic trapped particle anoma'^--,y '(defined as a
rectangle -900 east longitude +50°, latitude e 00 for convenience
in plotting) . Figure 12 shows saturation _c ounting rates due to trapped
1
particles, and the decay with 25-minute half life of 1128 [Peterson
(1965)]. Typical activation corresponds to . 4 disintegrations per
(gm. sec), with values up to 2.0 obtained on some passes.
Figures 14 and 15 show rates derived from the total counts
received during a 115.2 second.energy channel. Variations in these " 	 t
rates reflect the ma=ny sources of the counts in our detector, as
labeled `in the figure. Note the day-night modulation in channel 2 due
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Fig. 12 The shield rates generally follow the L value. Saturation
occurs upon penetrating the South Atlantic radiation belt
around 7, 8:30, and 10 UT; followed by the decay of the
induced radioactivity in iodine.
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to solar X-rays, sporadic events due to electron precipitation at the
satellite or in the atmosphere, and saturation when in the South
Atlantic trapped radiation. The total count rates afford the greatest
statistical sensitivity for detection of such anomalous events,
although one usually needs directional intensities or other evidence
to reveal the nature of each event..
The sun position corresponds to sector 3.7 (Appendix B).
Because of the variability of solar X- rays, further analysis does not
use channel 2 sky counts from sectors 1 to 9 or sector 60. Each higher
energy channel n uses counts in these sectors only if the sun gate
gave no statistically ` significant flux in energy channel n-l. I
consider this a very safe criterion because we observe that solar
X-ray events have thermal type spectra [Hudson, et al. (1969b)], much
steeper than the diffuse coin ponent. When a sun event exceeds about
3000 counts cm2
 sec) 1(	 above 7.7 keV saturation and pile -up effects
may begin to disturb the amplifier levels. The 'analysis `program ',
rejects the data from such times.
2. True Count Rate	
y
The second stage of data analysis assigns an arrival sector
for every count, and calculates the live time for the sectors. The
122.88 second "sector energy channel" during which up to 60 counts	 r
i arrive in a fixed energy channel forms the basic unit for analysis.
Live 'sampling starts at a defined telemetry word relative to the UCSD
synch pattern. The aspect solution connects this time to a point on
the celestial sphere (Appendix A). A scaler then counts the number of
37.5 millisecond intervals until the arrival of a count, whereupon the
,x	 }
}	
l	
I{	 s
Y
gives a wheel angle for the arrival direction of the count. A 37.5 ms
clock advances the scaler, but the sun or magnetometer pulse resets it
to l each revolution. No integral multiple of .0375 second equals the
spin period, so a scaler reading of '1 represents an imprecise exposure
time between 0 and 37.5 ms. This causes a 37 .5 ms slip uncertainty in
the position of all sector readings.
Knowing the approximate average true rate during one sector
energy channel from the total counts, I derive the normalized proba -
bility density functions for the exact arrival direction of the X-ray
given the scaler reading (Appendix B) I then smear the count among
the (three or four possible) sectors in proportion to the density 	 {
function integrated over the sector. The computer reduction ;program
randomly samples the distribution function to assign an arrival time
to the nearest 2.5 ms within the 37.5 ms scaler step for the purpose
of assigning live time to the sector bins. The program corrects for
i
ULD shield dead time by a factor (1 .0002 A L 2) 1 where A equals
the least squares fit 'count rate of the ULD at L = 1, and L equals the
average value during the two-minute energy channel.
I classify each sector bin as "shy , earth `, or "horizon"t
x
during each two-minute sector energy channel. "Sky" (or "earth") means
x
that the X-ray telescope pointed at least 20 0 outside (or inside) the
t
'	 actual edge of the earth for this entire sampling time. ".Horizon"
t
I
f
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sectors thus contain an irregular mixture of counts from the sky, the
earth below, and the layer of atmosphere which forms the actual horizon
between them.
Figure 16 shows true count rates obtained in the lowest energy
channel. Counts between 2880 and 900 accumulated during times with the
earth in they position shown, thus only during orbit night. In other
directions accumulation of counts occurred when exposed to the sky.
The areas marked by A indicate sky count rates used in studying the
diffuse component The area B contains earth albedo X-rays. The area
I
around 300 0 shows the transition from the diffuse to the terrestrial
X-rays at one horiZ0n. At the other horizon, around 660, precipitating
particles caused an auroral tyne X -ray event on 19 April, 1967, which
-
produced a - peak count rate over 100 sec 1, and which thus raised the
average count rate for this fou-day stretch of data. The discrete
source SCO XR-3 appeared near the scan plane at 150°; the resulting	 m
peak in the count rate also contains counts from SCO XR-1.
3. Background Corrections
To decide what fraction of the true count rate represents
cosmic X-rays one can only try to imagine every possible background
}
source and estimate its magnitude. The telescope's 0.`15 ster aperture
divides the sky into about 100 patches, so 365 days of data would give
a'1.5 percent counting statistics limitation for each patch in each
energy' channel. This percentage becomes the target for determining
background. I care above all about determining any anisotropies in
.	 f the background as accurately as possible. I consider the following
t
possible sources ofbackground: terrestrial X-rays, cosmic ray effects,.,
i	 1

,r
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induced radioactivity, phot 'otube noise, and magnetospheric particle
effects.
Charged particles precipitating in the earth's atmosphere cause
X-ray events which can produce count rates in our telescope 100 to 1000
times the diffuse component count rates {Schwartz, et al. (1968b)],
The analysis program rejects sector energy channels with a horizon
count rate greater than 10 times the sky count rate, and redefines
" sky" to 400 away from the solid -earth for the purpose of diffuse
o
component analysis. 	The 40	 ensures that even with the 37. 5 milli-	 I,
second sector slip, the atmosphere falls completely outside the
telescope response pattern (less than 1 percent response). 	 -
Cosmic ray protons striking an OSO satellite produce secondary
gamma rays similar in spectrum and intensity between .1 and 5 Mev to
the secondary gamma rays they produce in the atmosphere [Peterson
s (1968)].	 Photons of several hundred keV have reasonable (of the order
of a few percent) chances of penetrating the shield, Compton scattering
in the NaI with a total energy loss between 7.7 and 210 keV	 and then
escaping the shield without depositing enough energy to trigger the
shield anticoincidence.	 Such a`"Compton plateau" background component
l
should have a very flat differential number spectrum.
A balloon-borne experiment verified this spectral shape and
$ gm/cm 	 in the atmosphere.	 Jacobson andmeasured its intensity at 12.	 ^	
Peterson ( in preparation') performed that experiment on the OSO-III
prototype detector by blocking the aperture with a 4" x 2" NaI crystal
placed in active anticoincidence along with the regular'CsI active
shield.	 Table 4 lists the measured count rates in the actual OSO-IIT
1
1
Cosmic Ray Induced Background
Measured Rate at 32. gm cm	 Predicted Rate on	 Upper Limit from Correction Coefficient
Channel ( counts per second) OSO-III at L = 1	 OH O-III Used
[Peterson and Jacobson in Mea,urements (Counts per second at
preparation)] L = 1)
2 0.005 0.10 0.003
{ 3 0.036 0.011 0.15 0.009
, 4 0.06 o.ol8 0.10 0.01 5
5 0.10 0.029 0.12 0.023
6 o.18 0.053 0.13 o.o43
7 0.4o 0.12 0.15 0.095
C ^
{
 
r
rk
r
1i
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channels, (assuming a flat extrapolation of the background spectrum
below the 15 keV lower energy threshold of the 'balloon flight). To
predict a background in orbit at L = 1 I divide by 2, the ratio of
atmospheric gamma rays at 12.6 gm/cm. 2 [Peterson and Schwartz (in pre-
paration) ] to the lower level shield rate at L 1 soon after launch,
and assuming the same production dependence on L as observed in the
lower level shield rate, divide by 1.7, the approximate L°value of the
balloon measurements.
All cosmic ray effects must increase with the L value. Figure
17 shows channel 7 sun gate rates plotted against the mean L value of 	 {
the sample period. (No solar X-rays appeared in the lower channels at
these times.) From the Ranger III measurements [Metzger, et al. (1964)]
rr
diffuse gamma rays do not contribute more than 0.1 counts per second.
Radioactivity and trapped particles contribute strongly and sporadi-
cally to these rates, and allow the absence of any L dependence. From
examination of many such channel 7 graphs I conclude that 0.2 counts
per second limits the excess at L = 2.3 over that at -L = 1. Similar
plots for the other energy channels result in the upper limit column
of Table 4.
I estimate a correction from least squares fits of the total
counts rate (after making the radioactivity correction described
below) to A L + Bk	 k,
for each channel k (Figure 18). This usually gave an unacceptable fit
i
(A or B negative, or much larger than previous diffuse X-ray measure-
ments); I used each acceptable value as a normalization of the spectrm
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-measured in the atmosphere, to derive the correction coefficients of
Table 4.- 1 place a ±50 percent error on these coefficients, since the
data does not statistically eliminate A k = 0.
In the South Atlantic trapped particle anomaly, proton fluxes
of the order of 103(cm2sec) 1 may generate neutrons by nuclear inter-
i
actions in the satellite. 	 The sodium or iodine of the detector can
capture these neutrons to form Na 24 or I128 , which	 decay with 15-
5 hour azA. 25.6-minute half lives.	 Each disintegration appears identical
I .
to an X-ray-event, tiince most electrons will lose all their energy
i •ri,
before escaping the NaI crystal. 	 Table 5- gives the ratios to channel 7
,
count rate predicted for each channel from the calculated R-decay
k ,:
electron spectra with endpoint kinetic energies 2.12 Mev (I i28 ^ and
I
1.39 Mev (Na2^ [Blatt and Weisskopf (1952)].	 Plots of channel 8 sun
.fi
gate rates against time elapsed since in the radiation belts 'give the
upper, limits to I 128 contamination shown in Table 5.	 To reduce the
I128 limit	 factor	 2,a	 of	 to eliminate possible fluorescence effects,
and to account for some uncertainty in defining the location of trapped
protons, the analysis program does not accept data for 30 minutes after
1
,
the satellite leaves the radiation belt.
Because periods of time in which the satellite orbit misses
and periods during which it penetrates the South Atlantic anomaly both
compare with the 15-hour halflife of Nat, and since the 10-minute
	 F>
maximum spent in the belts each 96-minute orbit does not allow the
activation to become saturated., the Nat =concentration should take many
half lives to build up to a maximum, and then oscillate between that
value and _about half that maximum value.
	 From the channel 8 sun gate,'
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}Table 5
Radioactivity Corrections
,a
Electron O-Decay Spectrum. Upper limit Average Measured Na24 Contamination
"
Channel predicted Count Rate 128 -to I Coefficient [counts per sec,Energy
(keV) Ratio to Channel 7 Contamination at maximum activation]
.
128
I
24
Na [sec-1]
707-12.5 0.036 0.023 0.0 .07
12.5-22 0.073 o.o49 o.16 .03
22-38 0.126 0.093 0.005 0.55 .02
38-65 0.224 o.182 0.01 o.43 .01
65-113 o.43 0.39 0.02 o.65 .02
113-210 1.0 1.0 0.05 1.04 t .03
> 210 19.7 1019 0.5
r
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the same limit would apply to Nat 	 as well as I128 activation.	 Yet a
1
definite, large 15-hour decay appears in plots such as Figure 15- 	 If
the reaction Al 27 (n,cx)Na24 takes place throughout the satellite then
the 2.75 and 1.37 Mev gamma rays from the daughter Mg t	could produce
background counts by the same mechanism as cosmic ray induced gamma
rays.	 The increase in count rate during the first month of satellite
operation (Figure 26), while the shield .LLD degraded rapidly, supports
this mechanism.	 Because of this I eliminate the first two weeks in
` orbit from diffuse component analysis.
Figure 19 shows a least squares fit of the total counts to
B 	 + A 	 exp	 [- 15 (t-tB)]	 (14)
with t-tB the time in hours since in the , anomaly.	 I determine Ak for
each 5 to 8-day accumulation of data on one magnetic tape.	 Here, about
one-third of the data gives unacceptable fits.	 I average the coeffi-
cients from acceptable fits in each energy channel to report the
correction of Table 5.	 The error reported equals the standard devia-
tion of the mean, estimated from the scatter of the individual Ak.
Hicks, et al	 (1965) reported a phototube noise count rate of
0.05 per second in the lowest channel, at 'a temperature of 22 0C, (but	 k
not on the flight instrument). 	 A measurement of the flight telescope
t
in a lead but several months before launch gave a total count rate 0.14
sec	 in channel 2.	 Because 5ube_ noise has a very steep equivalent
energy spectrum, with e-folding energy about 1 keV, noise will contri-
bute negligibly to any higher channel, but will contribute to channel 2
r
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with a_sensitive dependence on the precise lower energy threshold. 	 I
'f obtain an upper limit to the tube noise from the channel 2 count rates
when the earth fills the telescope aperture. 	 This count rate varies
greatly in time, presumably due to sporadic production by trapped
particles precipitating into the atmosphere.	 However, a fairly well
defined minimum rate of .10	 -05 counts per second exists; I take
.07 f .035 as the FM tube noise contribution. 	 Because of the indepen-
dence of the PM noise counts and the telescope direction, this must
contribute a completely isotropic background.
Charged particles associated with the geomagnetic environment
provide by far the most damaging source of background. 	 An intensity
of only 10	 electrons (cm2 sec keV ster) 1 between 300 and 400 keV
would contribute about 1 percent of the apparent X-ray counts. 	 Such
w^
an intensity falls far below the sensitivity of measurements made by
any experiments studying the trapped particle environment.	 Although
our experiment cannot directly distinguish charged particles from
X-rays, channels 2, 3, and 4 definitely count diffuse X-rays because
sometimes the sky rates, away from the sun or known discrete sources,
exceed the earth rates measured at the same time by factors of about'
20, 8, and 3 respectively, even though the telescope views parts of
the earth and sky at the same angle relative to the magnetic field.
We observe the particle contamination to vary in time through-
out the region of B-L space covered by the satellite.
	
Figure 20 shows	 .
channel 5 count rates, measured by the total counts monitor during a
two-minute interval, on a B-L map. 	 Below the solid line the 12-b-it
I
total counts scaler always overflows (rate > 25; sec- 1^, and penetration
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of that line serves as the definition of "in South Atlantic anomaly"
for making the radioactivity correction in equation (14).
	 Above the
dashed line a stable minimum count rate prevails.
	 The analysis program
only used data from the B-L region above this dashed line.
	 I have
deliberately selected certain contamination events to illustrate their
dynamic range, so Figure 20 overemphasizes the true relative frequency
of large events
Figure 21 plots some two-minute directional count rates versus
angle to the magnetic field line.
	 Although the angular count rate
distribution often has peaks perpendicular to thefield, enhanced
count rates sometimes appear in the loss cone.
	 Many other experiment-
ers have reported widespread electron precipitation [Freden (1969)
gives other references], so I assume that electrons cause most of these
particle effects. 	 The dependence of these count rates on magnetic
field direction establishes this contamination as charged particles
F.
rather than some kind of time varying X-ray activity.
Figure 22 shows differential count rate spectra of large
precipitation events obtained from the sun gate readouts at night.
l These spectra agree qualitatively with the predictions obtained by
.,; calculating the ionization energy loss in 92'mg/cm 2
 of beryllium (but
a,i
^
without taking account of straggling) of steep incident spectra of
	 sA_
electrons.	 The count rate decreases in each lower energy channel.
Y
Figure 23 shows the channel 2 to channel 8 count rate ratios for many
large events versus the channel 8 rate.'	 The channel_8 sun gate rate
has poor statistical accuracy because it receives only two seconds
exposure for day or 16 seconds for night during a two-minute sector
63
COUNT RATES VS ANGLE TO MAGNETIC FIELD
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Fig.g 2l	 Pitch angle distributions during four fairly-small contain	 ,^
ination__ events.	 Dashed line represents the average count
rate due to diffuse X-rays and radioactivity. 	 The excess
in the bottom events might represent stably trapped par-
ticles; the top events show particles which will precipitate
into the atmosphere.
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less than 2.0 per second during orbit night.
In Figure 24 I plot frequency of occurrence of a two-minute
total counts rate against the rate, for about one month of data.	 T
try to fit such plots by normal distributions' with the standard -devia-
tion`expected for the twos-minute counting interval.	 In all cases at
least the lower portion appears as statistical fluctuations about a
fixed mean, with various contaminations resulting in too many high
count rate occurrences.	 As another criterion to limit charged particle
contamination, the analysis program rejects data for which the total
count rate exceeds by two 'standard deviations the mean of a normal 	 _J	 3
a
distribution as determined by plots similar to Figure 24.
?..K Because the diffuse count rate contributes least to channel 7,
,;	 a no more than 10 percent of the total channel 7 counts, this channel 	 -
:. serves to check to what extent any background can show up as an arti-
ficial angular structure." The most important sources of background
vary in time, and therefore vary in apparent celestial position since
less than half the scan circle receives full sky expos'rzre at any time.
Charged particle contaminationlasts at most 10 minutes, -although it
may repeat near a given location during several successive orbits.
Thus it could lead to an apparent anomalous emission at certain dis-
crete points of the sky.	 I expect differences in radioactivity contam-
'	 ^
ination. to vary much more continuously over the sky. 	 In discussing
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results, I accept any measured isotropy because of the unlikelihood of
anisotropic background just balancing a true cosmic anisotropy. How
ever, any measured anisotropy in the cosmic X-rays requires further
investigation.
The data reduction, as described so far, has averaged the
number of cosmic X-ray counts corrected for background and the corrected
dive time in each 60 scan sector over a four- to eight-day period. A
single magnetic tape contains these along with the time averaged posi-
tions of the scan sectors. Actually, the programs generate and store
several complete sets of counts and exposure times selected with some-
what different background criteria, in order to study any effect of
these selection criteria on the diffuse X-ray distribution. The program
stores separately data obtained during satellite daylight and eclipse,
to compare for consistency.
4. Verification of Operation
All evidence indicates that the UCSD X-ray telescope functioned
properly during the first two years in orbit. On a large time scale
the synchronization,` energy subcommutation, and interruption for anti-
coincidence rates patterns have continued unbroken. A very strong
assurance comes from the ability to interpret the solar X -ray data
[Hudson, et al. (1969b)] ., as well as the general consistency of the
cosmic X-ray data studied here.
One error has appeared in the instrument logic. For the di-
rectional mode the nominal channel 2 always accepts `'freely counts from
both channel 2 and channel 3. This shows up during moderate sun or
charged particle events which produce enhanced sun ,gate count rates
..>.,..

r
nitrogen and oxygen.
	 The nominal 22 keV channel 3 upper edge cannot
exceed 29 keV or the measured channel 3 intensity would have exceeded
the measured channel 4 intensity.	 (This OSO-III earth spectrum does
not contain the background corrections discussed above.
As shown in Figures 26 and 27, the relative gain over one year
remains more accurately stable. 	 Figure 26 shows four-- to eight-day
average sky intensities away from the galactic plane (but susceptible
to SCO Xft-1 in May and June), corrected for live time but with no back-
ground corrections.	 The minimum trend remains stable, with many areas
of apparent contamination.	 This figure shows the buildup of radio-
activity in the first weeks of orbit.	 Day and night rates can differ
because of different exposures to the celestial sphere, and because
the geographic location of particle contamination can systematically
occur either in the sunlit or the eclipse portion of orbit. 	 The
abscissa in these plots actually represents the reduced magnetic tape 	 s
., number; thus the real time has some slight distortions.
Figure 27 shows the same quantities, but with the background
'- corrections described above. 	 Evidently, channel 6 has too much radio- 	 s
,.
activity correction prior to mid-May.	 The error corresponds to 0.05`
l
per second in channel 6, and therefore less in the lower channels
according to the last column of Table 5.	 Even in this plot individual
G
points stand several standard, deviations above the general averages.
These could reflecttrue diffuse angular variations, but I first com-
pare the parts of the given scan that overlap with other scans. 	 If
the areas of sky in common show the same significant difference,; I
l
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tape now contains counts and live times at celestial points which
represent an average over solid angle of 60 along a scan circle and
the precession of this circle during four to eight days. 	 (The scan
circle precesses an average of 1° per day.)	 To prepare the contour
maps of Figures 28	 to 33, a computer program sorts these counts into
bins of 60 in galactic latitude, and approximately 60 in galactic
longitude, with the exact longitude width chosen so that an integer
number of bins spans 3600 at the midpoint latitude. 	 From the rates in
each bin, I'drew the contour lines freehand by linear interpolation
between adjacent bins.	 This gives contour positions to about 20 accu-
racy; greater precision than the data justify.	 I chose the lowest
j level contour about ten percent 'above 'the mean rate at high galactic
latitude, and other levels somewhat irregularly to display the data.
As the count rate decreases from channel 2 to channel 6, this lowest
level corresponds roughly to from 2.5 to 1 standard deviations of the
count rate in a single bin. 	 (This explains the more extended contour
lines in channel 6.);	 The discrete galactic sources provide the main
features of these maps. 	 The lowest level contours outside the galactic
plane do not correspond well in the different energy ranges.
Channel 7 (Figure 33) does not contain any background correc-
Lions, to illustrate what anisotropies background may display. 	 The
'
majority of the sky does notappear affected. 	 The ',highest channel 7
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contour corresponds to 0.35 excess count per second, which from Figure
22 would correspond to about 0.07 count per second contamination in
channel 2.	 Such a two percent effect begins to exceed statistical
errors, but still allows a serious analysis of the angular distribu-
tion.
I emphasize that these maps present measured average count
rates with the X-ray telescope pointed in a given average position.
Not only the telescope response of 230 full width at half maximum, but
2 also the telemetry sampling scheme, which can smear a discrete source
720 along the scan circle, severely distort the contours. 	 Clearly,
to study the diffuse component, I must first carefully eliminate the
effects of discrete ' sources.
But I only wish to eliminate galactic sources, since the
ry
diffuse component may well result- from the integrated effect of extra-
galactic discrete objects.	 I consider the list ofdiscrete sourcesIR ,i^ a
reported by the EEL group[Friedmann, et al. (1967)], plus Vela XR-1`
-_ and CEN XR-2 [Chodil, et al. (1967)].	 For the 230 FWHM telescope the
source positions need have no greater than 3 0 accuracy.	 For this list
'a a computer programcompiles count rates when the average telescope
position, according to calculation, pointed within 70 of the reported r
source position, corresponding to the 80 percent telescope response
circle.	 Subtracting	 he count rate obtained at
	
galactic latitudes
more than 600 outside the plane, gives an upper limit to a source
strength.	 In general this upper limit exceeds other measurements of
;• the source because of contamination by nearby; sources. 	 However, for
the isolated source TAU XR-1, Figure 34 shows that the OSO-III spectrum
F
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Fig- 34 Comparison of the deduced spectrum of the Crab Nebula with
other recent results gives confidence in the OSO-III	 f
X-ray telescope calibrations, and data analysis. 	 The
reported errors in the "best fit" lines of Jacobson (1968)
and Haymes, et al. (1968), could bring these lines within
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the OSO-III error bars.
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gives results in excellent agreement with previous measurements. 	 This
gives added confidence in the aspect calculation, and in the detector
geometry factors. 	 Considering the telescope angular response, and the
smearing inherent in the sector sampling scheme (Appendix B), the
analysis program eliminates all sectors to which a discrete galactic
source emitting at the determined upper limit rate could possible
contribute as much as 1 percent of the total count rate.	 Most further
discussion refers to X-rays after this discrete source elimination.
However, I do also examine the data with a less conservative discrete
6
source elimination, letting the telemetry jitter extend only one 60
bin past the 1'percent telescope response for allsources except SC0
XR-1, TAU-XR-1, and CYG XR-1. 	 This 'weaker source rejection gives
at most a few percent increase in count rates.	 In some places measured
- rates decrease with the additional photon statistics.
A.	 The Spectrum of the Diffuse Component
Although the OSO-III telemetry only provides six, fairly wide
channels of spectral information, these points have greater statisti-
cal accuracy than any previous measurement, and cover an energy range
which no single experiment has spanned.	 An analysis program lumps all
counts taken within 300 of the galactic poles to calculate the differ- 	 °.
ential spectrum.	 To construct Figure 35, I merely divide the count
rate by the telescope factor and the channel energy width, and plot
the point at the midpoint energy. 	 This figure shows three stages in
the derivation of the spectrum:
	
the ;raw count rates, the rates 'cor-
rected for background, and the corrected rates taken only when the
ol
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telescope pointed within a local magnetic field line loss cone. More
stringent criteria for selection of data do not produce any lower
count rates. Channel 7 does not contain a significant flux after
correcting for background; the upper limit corresponds to 99 percent
confidence based on the standard deviation calculated as the square
root of the sum of the variance due to the original total counts plus
the estimated variance for the (approximately equal) calculated number
of background counts. The error bars on the intensities include the
uncertainty in background corrections. In the highest four channels
the varying charged particle contamination becomes increasingly :impor-
Cant. I estimate charged particle contamination by noting the differ-
ence in count _rates compiled outside and inside the loss cone defined_
by the earth's magnetic field. The difference represents an upper 	 r
limit to the average stable trapped electron intensity. I assume that
the average stable precipitating electrons do not exceed the trapped
intensity, to derive lower limits to the true diffuse X-ray intensity.
Table 6 shows- the number of counts used in constructing this spectrum,
and the estimates of errors. The histogram in Figure 35 gives the
	
s	 predicted count rates due to a'power law spectrum with number index
1.7. Such a flat index obviously cannot fit all the channels, but
r
note that this steep an index already exceeds the best fit of channels y
3 and 4. Thus a power law with a single index cannot represent the
spectrum.
Figure 36 shows recent measurements of the diffuse component,
which have suggested the presence of a ` "break." Rocket-borne experi-
ments have usually led to a suggested break 'above their measured
	
f •`	 I
. r
Diffuse Component Spectrum
Channel	 2 73 4 5 6
Energy (keV)	 7.7-12.5 12.5-22 	 22-38	 38-65 65-113 113-210
All Data:
Uncorrected Rate	 2.001 1.845 1.589 •972 .841 .852
Corrected Counts
	 15594 26750 23790 16140 9234 -128
Rate (sec-1 )	 2.156 1.758 1.194 .645 .319
Data in Loss Cone Only:
Corrected Counts	 6802 11190 9414 5803 2656 -1040
Rate (sec l)	 2.04 1.68 1.11 .569 .222
Upper Limit to
Contamination (sec 1) .05 .08 .09 .076 .096
k
Standard Deviations:
From Raw Counts
(sec- 1 )	 .0-30 .016 .013 .009 .007 .008
From Radioactivity
Correction (sec- 1 )'	 .013 .020 .015 .010 .014 .019
From Cosmic Ray Back-
ground Correction
sec -	. 002 -.006 .009 .014 .027 .062
Midpoint Energy (keV)
	 10.1 17.2	 30.0 51.5- 89.0 162
Net Average Intensity
[Photons/(cm2 sec
keV ster)];	 .315 .131	 .0514	 .0156 3.43xlO-3	< 1.2x10-3
Standard Deviation	 .007 .002	 .0010	 .0005 .48x10-3 -45.1x10
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energy range, and balloon-borne experiments to a break below their
measured energy range.	 If a single power law spectrum of electrons
produces the X-rays, then a discontinuity in the X-ray spectral index
implies a change in the electron power law index of twice the X-ray
index change.	 On the other hand, the break may merely arise as a
numerical artifact of the luminosity function of discrete sources.
I try -to estimate the parameters K. ml, EB, and m2 in the
•
differential number spectrum
m1
dN KEE	 EE_
dE m2 ml 	m2 	(l5)t KE B	 E	 E	 EB
(The straight lines drawn by hand in Figure 35 give K = 15.8,` m1
1.69, EB = 42 keV, and m
2 
= 3.09, bub these do not contain any detector
response corrections.)
If one wants a connection between the measured data and various
r	 {	 ,' physical parameters of the X-ray source, one needs some test of the
data as a function of the parameter values as to how likely they repre-
sent the true values.	 The "chi-square" test provides a widely used 
criter ion
 LGorenstein, et al. (1968); Jacobson (1968)].	 This test asks
the probability of measuring a value of
2	 pi)
=	
( ri
1
as large or larger than that arising from the experimental data r1, for
^•; the predicted true rates p i; which have variances a 	 Calculation of
t the probability density function of x2 depends on the assumption that	 ,
i
k	 ,
.j z
_
^.	 . Bill
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each ri has an independent normal distribution with mean pl and vari=
•
ance a	 [Guest (1961)].	 In the applications, r. usually represents a
sum of many counts or other independent data, so that the ,central limit
theorem does predict a normal distribution. 	 Not knowing a 	 exactly,
thus provides the most serious obstacle for application of this test.
Probability theory gives the variance due to a Poisson distribution of
counts, but one can only estimate the contributions from systematic
errors.
;.. Because of the unknown error in the calculated response coeff.i-
cients, I use the X test only to eliminate inconsistent values of the
= parameters rather than to select a "best" fit. 	 I assume 'a 1 percent
<:r
error in the calculated energy response, and reject sets { m l, m2,'EB,
K } for which the measured X2 has less than a 2 percent probability of
occurrence.	 The X2 test uses the north and south pole data in each
energy channel independently, and thus has 6 degrees of freedom.	 I
conclude that 32 <' EB <- 44, 0.6 :!^ m2-ml 51-5, and 1.55 :^ ml 
<: 1.75,
x
(Of course, EB, ml, and m2 cannot vary independently within these
ranges.)	 The normalization of the OSO-111 points in Figure 36 _uses
parameter values giving -a X2 in the middle of acceptable X2 values:
EB = 36 keV. ml = 1.7, m2 = 2.6, and K = 16.7 photons (keV)'7 (c m2 sec
ster) 1.
In the Felten and Morrison (1966) theory, equation (6), this
X-ray spectrum would imply an electron spectrum of index m'= 2.4,
changing sharply at 3.4 GeV to an index m = 4.-2	 The normalization
constant of equation (3)', K = 2.9 x 10 - ^5
	and K = 2.3 x 10-11
3electrons/(crn 	 keV) below and above 3.4 GeV, respectively.; The slopeµ
r	 ..
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4.2 exceeds the values derived from cosmic ray electron and from radio
observations. I do not consider this serious because of the possible
"overcorrect:on" of channel 6 (Figure 27), and because the X-ray energy
range 7.7 to 110 keV corresponds roughly to an electron range of only
1.5 to 5.9 GeV. If the electron spectrum did continue up to 8000 GeV
with slope 4.2, then equation (5) would require a magnetic field
H > 2 x 10-3 gauss before the synchrotron mechanism could produce half
the 10 keV X- rays
The-OSO-III measured intensities do agree well with most 1-100
ke T .results; however, several experimenters have fit their data from
1 to 10 keV to a spectral shape flatter than allowed by the OSO-III
data. The satellite data analysis has revealed the presence of_sporad-
ic 10 ,keV albedo X-rays and of widespread electron precipitation,
which contradict assumptions used in deriving true detector background
for many earlier rocket-borne experiments. The ASE experiment which
discriminated against charged particles [Gorenstein, et al. (1969)]
Y	 gave a spectral, index 1.7 0.2 between 1 and 13 keV. Extrapolations
of equation (15) fall below other measurements, predicting about 75
..,r	 a
percent of the Wisconsin measurement at 0.25 keV [Bunner, et al.
(1969)],' and only 10 percent of the OSO-IIl 100 Mev measurement [Clark,
et al. (1968)].
The "accuracy of the present data justifies a more detailed
calculation of the diffuse spectrum, especially to obtain a better
understanding of the transition to the intensities measured outside
the-10-100 keV range. Brecher and Morrison (1969) have performed such	 t
a calculation, assuming that the electron spectra of radio sources have
wills
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Fig 37	 Count rates sorted into 60-wide galactic latitude bins.
Points in channels 3 and 4 agree with the mean over the	 f
entire, sky ( solid line). 	 The solid line for channel 2	 €'
equals the mean at the galactic poles plus a line source
in the galactic plane.
{
9galactic equator only contain galactic longitudes 1 II = 130° to 160 0 ,,
and All =:2200 to 244	 with higher latitudes including a gradually
wider longitude range.
Only channel 2'shows an excess associated with the galactic
plane.
	
The excess channel 2 count rate within f 12 0 of the plane
equals 0.22 ± .06 counts per second. 	 In the lowest four channels the
areas around 1'	 = 150° and around 1 	 = 2300 agree statistically;
apparently about .08 counts sec contamination increases the channel 6
and 7 count rates around 230 0 longitude.
	
The expected associated
channel 2 contamination would not exceed.016 counts/sec. 	 I base the
h
°
channel 6 limit only on the higher count rate data around 230 .
:I Figure 38 showsthe OSO-III galactic plane limits (interpreted
as a line source), together with the MIT (at	 P1I I = 2400 ) and Leicester
points normalized to a -2 power law spectrum. 	 The solid line repre-
sents the slope drawn by Cooke, et al. (1969).	 I also plot the upper
limit points determined from the ERS-18 satellite measurement [Vette.,
et al. (1969)`] by assuming that the entire excess of the ERS-18 count
..r
rate over the rate predicted by a power law extrapolation of the
Ranger III [Metzger, et al. (1960] .07 to l Mev data results from
a uniform line source.	 A power law extrapolation of the 100 Mev data
must have an index flatter than 1.7 to avoid conflict with the 10-100'
keV limits.	 On the other hand, the flat spectrum measured at a few keV
must break steeply at 10 keV. 	 The ERS-18 data would represent an
excess emission if galactic in origin.
As far as the OSO-III data can directly determine 	 the galactic
component may merely represent a single discrete source in each region.,
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or several sources near the region each of which could contribute part
1
of the count rave through the edges of the aperture. 	 A 2n source of
the measured channel 2 strength would imply a galactic luminosity at
10 keV of J10= 2 x 10	 photons (keV sec) -ec) l assuming a crude mean
distance 7 kpc to the emitting regions. 	 This would contribute negli-
gibly to a galactic luminosity of the order of the 3 x 10 6 (keV sec)_1
.f extrapolated from the estimates of Gould and Burbidge (1963), Hayakawa,
et al. (1966), and Friedman, et al. (1967), based on known discrete
i sources.	 We observe a peak emission about 5 x 10 30 photons/(sec keV)
r
at 10 keV from the sun, so all stars radiating constantly at the solar
rate cannot explain the galactic sources.
	
I now eliminate channel 2
E data within 120
 of the galactic plane from further analysis.
f
I search for a possible galactic halo component by a least
squares fit of the form
II	 II	 +	 R( ,^IIL bLI)
C (I
	
b	 ) = A	 8	 (i6),
R(180 0, 00) 'd
=,	 x_ to determine values of A and B from the measured count rates C in a
'., direction kII^ bII that looks through a distance R of the assumed
galactic halo.	 I consider only spherical halos concentric with the 4
.
I
galaxy, and do not find a significant value for B. 	 The upper limits
F
of Table 7 report twice the standard deviation of B. calculated by the
f
least squares fit [Guest (1961)], divided by`'the previously determined'
•
average count rate at the galactic poles.
:`	 I
l
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Halo Radius in Galactic Ant iceniorUpper Limit Percent Halo Emission
D-pcI
Direction
Channel 2	 Channel 3 Channel
12 0-3 0.3 0.11
a 16 0 .8 0.8 0.9
20 —1.3 1.4 1.5
rs
24 1.8 2.0 2.1
28 2.4 2.5 2.7
32 2.9
-	
3.2 3.3
36 3.5 3.8 4. 0
4o 4.0 4.4 4.6	 y
44 4.5 5.0 5.2 
t 	 ^	 ?
.t
i
i
.r 
f t^
-z
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C.	 The Angular Distribution of the Extragalactic Diffuse Component
I find no further angular variations. In Figure 39 I present
•	 i
a celestial coordinate map of the measured count rate in the 22-38 keV
channel. I drew the contours from the rates in 6 0 x 60 bins, as in
Figures 28 to 33. The solid lines represent the number of standard
deviations from the mean of all the data, and the dashed contours
represent 10 percent measured variation from this mean. (These two
kinds of contour do not coincide because of the different exposure
times to various parts of the sky.) Galactic sources or lack of expo-
sure exclude the regions outside the dotted lines. The telescope
aperture retains approximately the constant size shown, throughout
the map. No evident structure stands out from the statistical fluctua-
tions. Photon statistics alone enter the standard deviation used here,
thus I cannot consider even the two standard deviation contours as a
j;
real feature. Channel 4 provides the best map since discrete source
contamination would affect the lower channels more, and electron con -
tamination the higher channels. Considering this contamination, no
features stand out in any of the energy channels.
Discrete Structure 	 j
u	 i	 n It,
	
	 T consider three. possible physica l ca se s of nhomoge e_ y in
the diffuse X-ray data: statistical fluctuations in the angular _den-
sity of discrete sources, considered as the source of the diffuse
component; individual discrete sources, characterized by an excess
emission with an arbitrary (but decreasing with energy) spectrum and k
.;	 a
large scale inhomogeneities in the metagalaxy [Sachs and Wolfe (1967);
_0 MOW 10 M wilwo=
i
°
	
	 I
r^
-	
va"	 •	
,..

r100
Wolfe (1969)], characterized by either enhanced or decreased emission
with about the same spectrum as the general diffuse component. 	 To
examine the diffuse component for lumpiness I sort the rates into
exclusive square bins approximately 12 	 once, and then 20°, on a side.
The exact size and shape of the bins differ by a few degrees because
the discrete sources block out the sky in an irregular manner, and of
course because squares cannot exactly map a spherical surface.	 One
cannot treat the 12'	 bins as independent.	 I treat the 20 0 bins as
independent because they have about the same area as the half maximum
response circle.	 For further examination I require a bin to have at
least 100 counts.
F
' For the 120 bins I find the rate in 66 percent of the 186
channel 2 bins within one standard deviation (la, based on photon
x
{ counting statistics only) of the overall mean, and 97 percent of the
rates within 2Q.	 None exceed 2.6 deviations from the mean.; For the
^. k
200 bins 55 percent of the 67 channel 2 bins fall within la of the
t mean, 90 percent. within 2a, and none exceed 3 deviations. 	 I assume
,• that the deviations in channels 6 and 7 as large as Ors or 5Q ari se
from particle contamination, and thus total events from channels 2 	 1
through 5 only in Figure 40.	 The X-ray statistical counting fluctua-
5
tions can explain the distribution of rates.
Consider a model in which discrete sources with a Poisson
distribution of average density N per steradian produce the 'observed
diffuse intensity.	 The observed variance of count rates in the '400
square degree (.12 steradian) resolution elements provides a lower
limit to N.
	
The lowest N results from assuming all the discrete
a
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NUMBER OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS FROM MEAN
Fig. ` 4o The histograms show the number of occurrences of a standard
. deviation in a_given 0.1a interval.
	 The smooth curves
give the predicted numbers, considering only counting -
statistics to _cause deviation from the mean.
., t	 a
d
s
sources have the same emissivity, ex photons per second, and same
spectrum.	 Let	 equal the dumber of discrete sources in a single bin.
For a fixed X, the actual count rate observed in the bin will have a
Poisson distribution with mean and variance j 
	
X. where jx = a x t, and
t = exposure time in the bin. 	 Folding that distribution over the
distribution of X (mean and variance .12N) gives the estimates
n = jx(.12N),	 S2 = j X ( .12N)	 (jx + l)	 (17)
for the number and variance of counts observed in an arbitrary bin.
The mean rate rk in a given energy channel k gives the estimate
=	 .	 In equation	 1	 the term	 .12N	 =	 r	 .12N.12Ne	 r ^(	 )k	 	 ( 7)	 jx(	 )	 (	 tk	 )?x
gives the variance due to the lumpiness of the discrete sources.	 Cal-
F: culating the variance in each bin by adding a 3 percent spatial
_ fluctuation results in a dispersion of the bin count rates narrower
than predicted.	 Thus, (.03)	 l/	 .12N, or N > 9000 per steradian.
The probability that the highest of M identical, independent
r,easurements exceeds a value y, P (y) = M py(1 - py) M-1 	where py
G; equals the probability that a single measurement exceeds y. 	 The rate
.	 .,
measurement differs somewhat from bin to bin because of different expo-
sure time.	 I restrict attention to bins with greater than 400 count
.	 r r
4 to reduce this effect.	 I _set PM(y) 5; F = degree. of confidence, (there
exists no more than a 10OF percent a priori chance of measuring a
value higher (or dower) than actually observed), and find the corre-
sponding maximum pY from binominal tables [Weintraub (1963)].	 This
maximum py implies a minimum number of standard deviations T
.
_ 1	 2xpY	 ,.—
	 dx
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r
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by which the measured bin rate r must exceed the mean rate. The vari-
ance of rate equals S2/t2 , therefore from equation (17)
< 1( r - rk ) I t	>	 r T_	 , or N-
ix(`.12N)(jx + 1 )	 (r	 rk)2	 1
.12 r T2	 t
k
To 99 percent confidence I find N > 5900 from the minimum rate in
channel 4, and to 90 percent confidence N > 10,600 from the maximum
channel 2 bin.
The bins do not really provide good data for discovering
individual discrete sources, because the stringent requirements to
minimize particle contaminationonly result in from 10 3 to 3 x 10
(cm2 sec) exposure in a bin. Considering the fact that the background
count rate increases with channel number, and that all known X-ray
sources have a number spectrum which decreases at least as fast as the
reciprocal of the energy, I only look for a positive excess in channel
i
2. I find none as great as three standard deviations, and set 95
percent confidence limits of from 2 x 10 -2 photons/(cm2 sec keV) at
10 keV for a source at 2II 2340 ; -bII 12°, down to 3 x 10 ' 3 photons
( 2	 II	 lZl6o^ bII	 60°. Of course, thesecm. sec keV) for a source at 1- 	 _
limits do not apply to the blank areas in Figure 39•
I accumulate counts with the telescope axis within 70 of the
Andromeda Nebula (M31) the HI maximum of each Magellanic- Cloud [Bak
(1967)], and M87. Comparing these rates with the rate at the galactic
pole opposite to the given source does not give a significant flux,
6
considering a possible low level particle contamination as well as the
n
E
,.	 r
..
loll-
photon counting statistics. 	 Hudson, et al. (1969c) and Peterson (1969)
have reported better upper limits on M87 than obtained here.	 Table 8
compares the upper limit (taking the larger of three standard devia-
tions of the excess count rate, or two standard deviations plus a
measured excess) fluxes and emissivities of M31 and the Magellanic
q	 y	 q	 ( )Clouds with. the emission required b 	 e uation	 8	 for normal galaxies
to provide the measured diffuse intensity.	 Andromeda, with four times
the galactic mass, falls just short of the required emissivity. 	 The
:. Magellanic Clouds emit at no more than one percent of the needed rate;
however, they have only about one-tenth the mass of our galaxy, which
;;- in turn emits only at one-tenth the required average rate. 	 Mark, et al.
= (1969) have made such conclusions from ;the-finite few keV flux they
measured from the Large Magellanic Cloud.
= L search for _a large scale inhomogeneity which might arise from
spatial variation, either positive or negative, in the parameters
0
To, K or R entering equation (7). 	 As formulated in equation (6), the
r
spectral shape would not change. 	 A program averaged the percentage
deviations from the mean of all data in three lowest energy channels,
-weighted inversely with the variance.	 Adding or subtracting two
standard deviations from this `3- channel average gives an upper limit
anomaly 18 percent above the mean for a 20 0 x 20 0 bin centered at
III	 640
	
b 	 40 0 	and 20 percent below the mean at e
f_
bII = -400 .	 Statistics in about half the bins suffice to give an
upper limit as low as plus or minus 4 percent deviations.
C
If one asks about largeranomalies, the errors become smaller.
r
For example, the measured difference in channel 3 count rates compile-d
T	 l
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Table 8 r
Limits on Extragalactic Sources
Energy Emission Requiredto Explain Upper Limit
2Flux (photons/cm sec keV) Maximum Emissivity(photons sec keV)
Diffuse Component M31 LMC SMC M31	 T-MC SMC
LphotonsA sec keV)
707-12.5 3x1047 .011 .013 .009 4.5x107	 4x.o45 3x1045
b
12.5-22 1.5x1047 .0026 .0022 .0025 1047	 7x1044 8x104
22-38 6xio 6 .00l4 ,0013 .0013 ox10 6	 4xio4 4x1044
38-65 2x1046 .0006 .0006 .0005 2.4xio 6	 2X1o44	 1.5x1044
65-113 4x10 5 .0003 .0002 .0002 10L6	 5x10 3 5x1 43
4 t.
4
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-' percent probability of cons:i.stency between the measured data and iso-
tropy for a single energy channel. 	 I attribute this to charged particle,
or perhaps discrete source, contamination and make no conclusion for
the associated B value.	 In general, I consider the three lowest energyi
channels separately, and take the lowest B value from them.
DeVaucouleurs' (1953, 1958) model of the local supercluster
pictures the galaxy on a 15 Mpc semimajor axis, 11 Mpc from the center
of an oblate spheroid with semi-minor axis 3 Mpc. 	 I let F equal the
f fraction of the minimum possible distance from the galaxy to the
` spheroid surface.
	
I find a limit to B of 1.4
	
1.5, and 2.0 percent i.n
'. the three lowest channels. 	 These channels each give a 95 percent confi-
dence limit of 1'.4 percent for a supergalactic `-plane component.
The least speculative source of variation would anise from the
motion of the earth with a velocity v = Pc relative to a frame in which k
an observer would measure an exactly isotropic intensity Io. 	 If this
intensity has a power law number spectrum
-
Io(E) = KE n [photons/(cm2 sec keV ster)]
then for	 << 1. the observed differential number intensity
I(E)	 KE n [1 + ( 2+n) _	 cos 8]
	 (19)
with 8 the angle between v and the direction of observing I(E) [Compton
and Getting (1935); Gleeeon and Axford (1968)].	 An analysis program
e	
..
takes a grid of trial directions spaced about 12 0 apart.	 The least
• squares fit, or the direct average of B calculated by letting A equal
the mean for the entire sky, ' gives limits of about one percent, or
y 7
t
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r
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_since n = 17, a velocity of 800 km/sec. 	 This limit applies to the
resultant velocity in any direction, because of thelarge sky area
covered by the telescope. 	 A X2 fit of the cos9_amplitude to counts
sorted in 30, 60-wide bins gives a limit of about 600 km/sec to 90
percent confidence. 	 The 3° microwave measurements have far greater
relative accuracy, about .1 percent, but for the blackbody number
spectrum n = -1 in equation (19), and also the radio experiments which
only scan a declination circle cannot give the velocity component
perpendicular to that plane.
r Differential expansion of the universe along one axis-vould
result in one plane of symmetry, and two perpendicular planes witha
maximum amplitude 12-hour component.	 I fit the difference between
_
I ire
count rate measured in any direction and the mean over the sky to	 r,
A cos(2w + B) for counts within, 30	 of the equator (w = longitude) of
an array of poles spaced 120 apart.	 I disregard directions in which
the equator has gaps of 24 0 or more (due to areas blocked out by
F .: discrete sources). * I find an upper limit amplitude of about 5 percent.
K (Use Figure 39 to see for which great circles this limit applies.)
k Again., although individual microwave measurements have given limits
IA an order of magnitude more sensitive ., the present results apply more
widely on the celestial sphere. 	 The-X-ray results also have importance'
since a given physical anisotropy need not produce the same 12-hour
amplitude in 10 - 3 ev photons as in the 10	 ev photons.'
3 Consider a crude model in which the distance R, in equation M.,
lies on the surface of a spheroid, with semiaxes a, a, and b. 	 I assume
E
trial directions for b and compare the average within 300 of the poles
r
:
The first satellite cosmic X-ray telescope, an instrument far
surpassed by current balloon-borne experiments, has provided signifi-
cant information on the diffuse component of cosmic X-rays.	 Results
discussed in this thesis include:
1k
1) accurate intensity measurements in five energy
;:. channels between 10 and 100 keV, establishing a
spectral break;
2) upper limits to an extended galactic plane com-
ponent, and a measurement at 10 keV if such a
component proves real;
y 3) upper limits of about two percent to the fraction
..	 ':.	 ...E of the diffuse component emitted by a galactica.
halo, or from the local supercluster;
iA
4) upper limits of about 800 km/sec for the result-
ant velocity of the earth in any direction relative
r. to a frame in which the diffuse X-rays appear`
r	 -,
isotropic;
5) upper limits in some detail for possible inhomo-
genities in different parts of about half the sky;
6) with the assumption that the diffuse component
arises as the integrated effect of discrete sources,
a lower limit of 105' for the total number of such
.• i
sources;
7) an upper limit to the flux from M31 just at the
level required for the emissivity of normal gal-
axies to explain the diffuse component;
8)
	
an upper limit of five percent for the amplitude
of a 12-hour component on some great circles, or
of two percent eccentricity for a crude model with 	 -
the Earth as the center of an ellipsoidal universe.
The mechanism of X-ray production does not enter the derivation of these
results.	 The broad resolution of the detector also makes the results
(except item 6) independent of whether the diffuse component arises from 	 -
discrete sources, or continuously throughout intergalactic space.
The OSO-III satellite operation also provides the design
requirements necessary to _greatly improve a future OSO diffuse X -ray
.. experiment.	 One must di,r._,ctly detect and reject charged particles
and reduce and directl:,- monitor the gamma ray background due to induced
'j
radioactivity of Nat .	 This thesis based most of its conclusions on
341,700 extragalactic X-ray counts. 	 Yet during the one year of data
used 	 some 1.5 x 108 diffuse X-rays between 7.7 and 110 keV actually
interacted in 'the central detector.	 The nigher bit rate currently
available on OSO satellites, and a better measurement of the telescope
position on the wheel plane to reduce the large zones of avoidance
_	 J
around the earth and discrete sources, would increase the data retriev-
al a factor' of 10. 	 Experimentally, at least, diffuse X-rays can fulfill
the hope of Morrison ` (1967) to provide, " .	 . ' one of the most ` fruitful
channels of data about the largest scales of the universe, 	 ."
..	 _
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Six constants, any independent functions of the three compo-
nents of initial position and initial velocity`, specify the _solution
for the motion of a point object in a given potential field. 	 The
Kepler ellipse solution for motion in -the field of a sphere motivates
the constants, called orbit parameters, generally used in describing
the motion of satellites in the Earth's gravitational field.	 The orbit
parameters a (semi-major axis), e (eccentricity), i (inclination of the
orbital plane), Q (right ascension of ascending node), and w (argument
of perigee) specify the shape and orientation of the ellipse at an
arbitrary time To (time of epoch).	 The satellite moves 'around this
ellipse with angular frequency'
no -GV M/a'	 (radians per second),	 (20)
with G the universal gravitation constant and M the mass of the earth.
.: e
For the sixth parameter I-use o (mean anomaly), the angle on the
ellipse from perigee to the satellite at time of epoch.	 Following
the treatment of Escobal (1965), define the true anomaly v as the
angle at the center of the sphere from perigee to the satellite pos i-
tion on the ellipse, - -.nd eccentric anomaly E as the angle from perigee
to the projection perpendicular to line of perigee of the satellite
position onto the circumscribing circle (Figure 41). 	 The equations
^  111
r
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V1-	 sin^^	 Etan v - (21)	 11
c	 E	 'osE
,,
1
E - e sinE = no(t-to) + a (22)
parametrically determine the position of the particle on the ellipse at
time t.
	
Then the distance from the center-' of the earth
i
is all+2r	
1+E cos v ' (23)
the latitude G= aresin [sin i sin(v + w)], (24)
and the right ascension a _ Q + arctan [cos i-tan(v + u)]., (25)
1
Expand the potential of the azimuthally symmetric earth:
P (sing)
M1	 V(r8) = - rM(1 +	 Jn n n )r
k
;
r
n=2
with r in units , of earth radii a	 Kozai (1.964) used r
GM = 3.986032 x 20	 210	 cm 3` /sec 	 a	 = 6378.165 km, and obtained Jn to
n = 1.4 by least squares fit to observations of the motion of nine
`	 satellites.	 He reported as -the best solution:
J2 	 =	 (o82.645	 .006) x 10' 6
4
J	 ( - 2.5+6	 .020) x 10 6
i 3
J4 	 (-1.649 l .ol6) x 1.0 -6
F
II
E
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The Kepler ellipse approximates the orbit because
1 >a J2 >> J22 = J 3	 J4 .
Many authors [Brouwer (1959); Kozai (1959); Garfinkel (1959); Escobal
(1965)] have used perturbation theory to calculate the effects of the
J2, J 3, and J4 terms. In this theory the orbit parameters still speci-
fy a Kepler ellipse solution at any time, but the parameters vary in
time linearly (secular terms), periodically with v (short period terms),
and periodically with w (long period terms). The parameters a, e, and
i have no secular variation. For these I use the values given by the
Goddard Space Flight Center predicted world map which the flight opera-
tions group calculates about a week in advance based on all previous
observations of the satellite. To order J2, Escobal (1965) gives the
115
1
For the OSO-III orbit a —' 1.087, e = 0.0022, i 330 so
0.3, w x 0.6, and . SZ a!=0.4. in degrees per orbital period. The
presence of a as a factor allows the neglect of other first order per-
turbation terms for the nearly circular orbit. Because of the nearly
circular orbit I can solve equations (21) and (22) by
E = I + e sin p.+ e2 sin 212
	+ O(e3)
2
v E+ e sin E+ 7 sin 2E +^O(e3)
= I + 2e sin i + 5/4 e2 sin (2P) + O(e3)`
where
2 = n t + a .
0
The predicted world maps supplied by Goddard Space Flight Center
give satellite latitude, longitude, and altitude at every minute U.T. 	 #
I use equations (23), (24), and (25) to update Q, w, and Q once, each
orbit. For convenience I take the time of northbound equator cross-
ing, so the ,altitude gives a 'via equation (23), -9 0 wives w0 _ -v
in equation (24), and converting the world map long tude X into right
ascension gives s?o. By definition Sao a = S + T (1,00273791) + X,
where S equals the angle from the first point of Aries to tie O h UT1
line (called mean sidereal time at Oh UT) and depends on the day of
year, a equals the geographic longitude in hours east of Greenwich,
and the numerical factor converts universal time UT into sidereal time.`
}
I
i
I calculate w and ^ according to equation (26). Ignoring Q has no sig-
nificant effect on the accuracy. Instead of calculating n o from
equation (20) above, the computer program uses a period determined
by averaging the times between a northbound equator crossing and the
next arrival at the
less than nine secoi
dv = tdn = t L- so
T
difference even for
same right ascension. These periods differ by
ids so the true anomaly error
9	 < .0016 radian, a negligible angular
5739
an entire pass.
1
The accuracy with which one can determine the Earth's magnetic
field as a function of position in space, and the spatial rate of
change of the magnetic field vector, define the accuracy requirements
for the orbit calculation. For magnetic field calculations I use the
INVAR package of routines by A. Hassitt and C. E. Mcllwain (1966).
These routines give the magnetic field direction to an accuracy of 10 .
I have the orbit calculated by the data reduction spot checked against
predicted world maps and find ttie differences < 10 longitude, < 20
latitude, and < 20 km altitude in magnitude. I ran a series of test
programs about a grid of positions every 30° longitude, every 10° lati-
tude between -30, and +300, and at 550 km altitude. I varied one of
f
the spherical coordinates in each program: the altitude by 10 km 	 k
i
r	
between 530 and 570, the latitude by 0.50 between +10 and -10 from the
central value, and the longitude by 10 between +20 and -20 from the
central value. I found that the orbital uncertainty led to maximum
changes, of the magnetic field direction from the direction at the 'grid
position of 1.20 and maximum changes of 1 percent in the magnetic field
magnitude and 2 percent in the McIlwain L parameter.
:9
(27)
plane by
9=w(t- to)+eo
I consider a count of celestial origin only when the aspect
solution puts the center of the telescope at least 20° from the edge
of the solid Earth. Thus a 1° error in the position of the Earth still
cannot give a .1 cm exposure to albedo X-rays.
2. Aspect Solution
The reduction routines must know the direction in which the
telescope points at any time. The solution and terminology used here
follow a draft of the BBRC aspect reference manual (1964) which I have
revised and corrected as necessary. I assume a constant spin axis
position for an entire orbit. The spin axis direction actually changes
slowly, about 1° per day as the wheel plane follows the sun around the
sky. At any universal time t. I can calculate the angle 9 in the wheel
F
with w the known, constant (for the usable data) OSO-III spin frequency.
A spacecraft function measures the time t ° when the instrument points
at the reference angle 9o. A spacecraft sun pulse generated by a solar
sensor rotating with the wheel provides the reference during orbit day.
At night a magnetometer pulse generated by the increasing null of the
earth's magnetic field provides a reference, which the 99 coefficient s
Hendricks and Cain (1966) model of the earth's magnetic field connects
to an angle fixed in space. BBRC (1966) measured 9 0 = 18.020 for the
angle between the spacecraft sun sensor and the UCSD optical axis, and
90 89.190 for the angle between the magnetometer reference and UCSD
optical axis. The final orbit tapes provided by GSFC give the universal i
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time of telemetry words. A scaler then determines t o in universal time
within 2.5 ms by counting the number of 400 cps clock pulses between
the first word of each DSM frame and the next reference pulse.
An analogue spin monitor provides a rough spin rate, to about
1 percent. During orbit day the wheel analogue subcommu-tator contains
the state of a 32-step counter advanced by each revolution past the
sun. We determine this rate from the listing of the quick-look main
frame data, in advance of the reduction runs. This gave us day spin
X,
	
	 periods of 1.55 to 1.62 seconds between March, 1967, and May, 1968.
During orbit night the sail structure rotates with the wheel, increas-
ing the moment of inertia and therefore the spin period by a factor of
1.13. In the data reduction programs, knowing the spin period T within
a few percent, we can use the data determining to in equation (27) to
b
give a highly accurate spin rate every 25.6 seconds. Let t 1 and t2
k
k
(measured to 2.5 ms) equal the times from the start of successive DSNi
frames to the next reference pulses. Then in 25.600 + t 2 - t1 seconds
the wheel has made N = N^ greatest integer in (25.6/T) revolutions,
if t2 < tl, or N = N + 1 revolutions if t2 > tie At night the wheel
has made N + 365 	 with AG the change of magnetic null
direction in the wheel plane during the time from tl to t20 This
change may vary from 00 to 7°, but usually A8 1°. The period
25.600 + t2 - t1
m _
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The relative time error
F=M.02 2 10 4 ,t - 25.
and the relative error in the number of revolutions
EN i^!! 1 0 136° 0
	
51	 - 2x10 
-.4  
at night
due to error in magnetic field direction, and less than
^fjo
0 
/ 16 = 45000 = 0.2xlO_
3^
due to error in triggering the solar sensor_ during day. Thus the rela-
tive rms error in the period,
ET s .01 to -03 percent.
When the satellite enters the sunlit portion of the orbit,
torque motors lock the sail structure to the sun and within about 90
seconds the wheel plane spins up to a stable day period. At night
the motors merely stop servoing the sail, which gradually spins up
due to friction in the, bearings. Thus it requires about six minutes
for the wheel to spin down to a stable night period. I do not analyze
direction counts while the spin rate changes.
I calculate the direction of the spin axis in the "ecliptic"
coordinate system. These cartesian axes originate in the spacecraft,
-P	 ,
with xe-axis pointing toward the sun, 'ze-axis pointing north perpen
dicular to the earth's orbital plane (ecliptic plane), andy e =ze -x xe.
One obtains the transformation to celestial coordinates by a rotation
about ze through minus the angle S of the sun in the ecliptic plane 	 $
k
Z
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1 ^y
past the line of Aries, a known function of time, and then about the
5	 new x-axis through minus the inclination E = 23.450 of the ecliptic
plane to the equator. One obtains the "spacecraft system" from the
ecliptic system by a rotation about k  of 9, called the roll angle,
followed by a rotation about y s
 of % called the pitch angle.
Thus the pitch angle equals the angle between the said plane
and a plane perpendicular to the solar direction, positive when the
actual sail structure tilts away from the sun. One calculates pitch
angle by the measured difference in output of a pair of solar cells
which receive different amounts of sunlight as the sail is tilted out
x
t
Y.
f
t:>
of the ye - ze plane. The spacecraft logic digitizes the voltage range
corresponding to f 5.2 0 into 256 steps, and telemeters a reading once
every 30.72 analogue subcommutator period. The flight operations group
at GSFC energizes a magnetic torque coil by ground command into one of
three states depending on the average orientation of the spacecraft
and earth's magnetic field over a period of the order of two weeks.
When necessary they command a gas jet in the arms to fire, so that the
magnitude of the pitch angle remains less than 3°. BBRC (1964)
reported errors in the pitch angle determination of less than .15° due
to the analogue to digital conversion, plus possible long term change
in sensor gain causing systematic error of 5 to 10 percent of the
pitch angle.
I use the known sun and calculated magnetic field directions,
and the measured angle Bm in the wheel plane between the magnetometer
increasing_ null and the sun pulse, to determine the roll angle. During
orbit day, the number Nc of 400 cps clock, pulses from a rising zero i_
,F
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a
crossing to the next sun pulse measures A m through Am
 = T^ 
N 
+ 60,
with T the known spin period and 6 o .the fixed angle in the wheel
between the magnetometer and the sun sensor. BBRC (1966) measured
9  = 71.17
0
.
Let the magnetic rising null vector have components
N = ( ni, n2 , O) s in the spacecraft coordinate system. Then
ni = cos6m and n2 = -singm (Am measured positive from N to xs ) . From
the definition, one obtains the components of a vector in spacecraft
coordinates from the components in ecliptic coordinates by matrix
multiplication by PR where
	
1	 0	 0
	
R _ 0	 cosy	 sing
	
0	 -since cosg
r
and	 x
	
cost 0	 sin's
P = 0	 1	 0
x
	
sink 0	 cosl
2
Thus the components of N in ecliptic coordinates:
nl	 cos'	 0	 sin1	 cosAm f
I
N = R_1 P 1 n2 = sink cosy cosy -cosj since 	 -sing
0	 -sink cosy since cosq cosy 	 0
cosem cosh
=	 cos8m sin's since singm coscp
-cos®m sing coscp - singm since
If H represents the magnetic field vector in ecliptic coordinates, 	 }
H N = 0 gives an equation for y:
0 = hl cosom cost + h2 (cos8m sinI sincp - sir*m coscp)
+ h3 (-cos@m sin's coscp - sing
 
 since)
sincQ (h2 cos8m sink - h3 sing m) + coscp ( - h3 cos8m sin's - h2sin®m)
+ hl cosom cos%
or	 C=Asince+Bcosy.,
where	 A = h2 cos8m sin's - h3 sing 
B = h3 cos8m si.nI - h2 singm
C = hl cos@m cosh.
I solve this by letting
Acos y =
	
	 ,	 x
A2 + B2
and i
sin y=
	
,	
(28)
3
A2 + B2
since then
k 1
C	 sincp cos y + coscp sin y,
AV 2 + B2
sin(cpFy)
_	 or
sin(cp-cp-y)
so that we have the two solutions:
cp = n = sin-1 C
17AA 
C	 tan 1 (B/A) . and
 + B2
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The pair of equations (28) uniquely define tan 1 (B/A), but
t A2 + B2 both solve equation (28). The two solutions arise, as
shown in Figure 2.3 on page 2-6 of the BBRC Aspect Manual (1964),
because reflection in a plane defined by H and xs gives another possi-
ble wheel plane and preserves the angle between the magnetic null{
vector and the sun line of sight with the sense of the spin reversed.
As the satellite moves about the orbit the magnetic field direction
a.	 and thus the mirror pane change. I choose the correct roll angle
solution by the fact that the true spin axis direction does not change
and thus the mirror spin axis changes position twice as fast as the
,h
	
R	 magnetic field direction.
tq'
	.-t
	 The geometrical relationship of the magnetic field and sun
directions greatly influences the accuracy of the roll angle solution.
	
.>	 For example, with zero pitch angle, H perpendicular to the sun line
5
	 implies that the null vector lies along the roll axis and the wheel
angle Am= 0 or = n for any roll angle cp. For H perpendicular to the
sun line the wheel angle 8m= r/2 for any cp. In general for small
errors in m,1, or the magnetic field direction, one can estimate the
error in roll angle by
dcp	 dQ +	 dj +	 do/ + acp d$ •
m
w.
f
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The angles a and $ represent the azimuth and polar angle of H in
ecliptic coordinates:
h3 = cos(, h2 = sin $
 sin a, hl = sin R cos a -L
Note that errors in direction. due to a and p depend on each other; if
d`Y representL the angle between H and H + dH. then (d'f) 2 = (d )L +
sin` I (da) 2 . The direction error dT ~ 10 , so
d^3 = 1 d, , orees and da =	 1	 degrees.
r2 sin a
For favorable configurations, approximately 15 of about 150 magnetom-
eter to sun measurements each pass give an acceptable roll solution.
For acceptance I require that the roll angle differs by less than 10°
from the previously determined roll, and that the absolute values
^	 ^	 S.o, ^a <_ 5.0, Ia ^ S 1.0,a ^ Sln
a` a« ^ s 1.0.
Am _
i	 We compared the spin axis position with that calculated by the MIT OSO
s
i
Group [Clark (1968)] using a least squares fit to an assumed position.
When the BBRC method yields a solution, it generally agrees with the
MIT position to better than 3 0 . 1 use the MIT solutions for periods
of data that do not yield a solution according to the above criteria.
One can now easily determine the ,celestial coordinates of the
	
1
-look direction defined; by any angle A in the wheel plane. In 'matrix
	
y
notations
'
tS
•^. i ( '.:}
	
is	 .
Y.
7 1
.Frx
«r	 _	 t
+.•	
«-..w.rCa-z.'FC4..cw S.aeC' 	 ^a-:,	 w+ . .	 ..	 «.t.M _,	 _
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x	 1	 0	 0	 cos S	 -sin S	 0
y	 =	 0	 cos y	-sine	 sin S'
	 cos S	 0
z	 0	 sins	 cose	 0	 0	 l
r
z
j
1	 0	 0	 cosh	 0	 -sin's	 cosA
0	 cosy	 -since	 0	 1	 0	 sinA
0	 since	 cosy	 sink	 0	 cosh	 0
gives the components x, y, z in celestial coordinates of a unit vector x
in the wheel plane at an angle A past the projection of the sun direc-
tion.
s
3	 Timing
Each STADAN station records about two minutes real time data
from OSO-III before or after playback.	 By the DSM frame count, the
Goddard data reduction programs provide universal time Tmf of a first
word of main frame every 96 main frames, approximately one minute.
The spacecraft clock varies from '400 cps b 	 about one part in 5000, ory
about one second per pass.	 I use the average main frame rate R ` calcu-
lated each file, instead of the nominal .64000 seconds per frame.
t
Telemetering of the California word occurs .14 seconds past-the -start
of a main frame.	 The equation
T	 =T	 +N•R+.14
cal	 mf
i
gives the universal time T	 of the California word appearing in the
cal i
Nth main frame after the time measurement.
r
In this discussion I distinguished between the sector of the
scan circle defined by one scaler step of 37.5 milliseconds or
(30(•0375) degrees, where T = spin period in seconds, and the sector
T
of the scan circle defined by the 60 bins into which the analysis
n
program accumulates counts.	 I refer to these as a ' f step" and a "sec-
tor" respectively.	 I take the independent variable as time, rather
than angle along the scan circle- g = 360 T converts a time t seconds
into an angle of B degrees. 	 The origin of either occurs at the tele- }
scope optical axis position at the time the sun gate or magnetometer
k
r pulse resets the step number to one.	 For both day and night data, I
w take the origin of the sectors at the day step reset, thus the sun
position always corresponds to sector 3.7.	 The lack of synchronization
of the steps with the spin rate causes the complications dealt with
F	 -
i
in this appendix.
Let N equal the greatest integer in Tj.0375.	 (In a common case,
T	 1.606 and N	 42).	 The step N always receives the full .0375 second k
exposure, step N + 1 receives partial or full exposure every spin, step
N + 2 never receives full exposure and may have none at all, and step 1
receives zero to a maximum '.0375 seconds.	 I thus treat steps 2 through
N the same, a "normal" step, and steps 1, N + 1, and N + 2 as special
cases.	 In general, the telemetry sampling logic becomes available to
receive a count before the start of a given step, and would not tele-
meter until after the step has ended.	 I treat separately the case when
.r
-F
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the step may have started before the sample scaler became "live." This
T` occurs for high counting rates X(.0375) = ln(2), or A z 18 sec-l . Such
a condition may prevail due to the sun, the strongest discrete sources,
or the presence of charged particles.
The conditional probability density that a count arrived at the
precise time 8, given that a count does occur in the step, equals the
integral over all possible times t at which the step may have started
of the probability density that the step did start at t multiplied by
the conditional probability density Xe A(Q-t) that if the step started
Po
F
at time t the first count Would arrive at time 8. P o the probability
that a count does occur within a step, thus P o = 1 e- '0375" for a
normal step. I consider that A = true count rate doss not vary during
{	 a step. This assumption holds because the full width telescope apes-
y	 ture for half maximum response spans about three step angles, and
5	 because the density functions turn out to depend only weakly on for
h <- 10 sec-l.
s	 I assume a uniform probability density P for the time t at
which a step starts over the time
	
period in which it can possibly start.
s	 For a two-minute stretch of data this fails because the clock syste-
matically displaces every step by (T
	
.0375 N) or [T - •0375 ( N+1)1 s
seconds on each successive spin. I can use the assumption because the
telemetry accepts no more than one 'count per spin period, and because
it holds true on the time scale of 105 seconds over which I average }
diffuse X-ray data. Thus for a normal step P
sw, 
where w = . 0375
r	 seconds.
((
t.
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A normal step n starts between (n-2)w seconds after reset (for
step one very short) and (n-1)w seconds after reset (step one the full
.0375 seconds). Measuring 6 from (n-2)w we have
min(A,w)	 1
An
	
	
e.X(Ba) Adt(e)
max(0	 w0-w)	 --x1- e
e 
Xe	
exe- 1	 if 0 s A s w
	
w(1-e ) le -e	 if w s 8 s 2w.
The lower limits of integration reflect the fact that the step could
not have started before time zero or more than w seconds before the
count arrived; the upper limits that the step must have started by
k	 time w or by the time the count arrived.
Let T T - .0375N seconds. Step N + 2 starts between .0375 N
and T (given that it occurs at all), so P s
 = T'However, N + 2 only
lasts T - t seconds, with t the start time measured from Nw, so
P - 1 - e-( T-t).
o
8 1 e-^(8-t) Xdt
Thus pN+2 ( 8 ) 	T	 - T-t)
1-e
4
l e_A(8_T)`lo	 1- e ^T	 •
T	 g	 T-8-1- e
Step N+l def!Lnitely starts at some time between (N-1)w and Nw,	 4'
therefore Ps l/w. Measuring times from (N-1)w, if N+1 starts before
T, (t T)_, it lasts w seconds and has a probability Po =_1 - e nw for
receiving a count. If N+1 starts after T, (t z T`), it lasts a'time
min(T,A) 1 e_^.(d- ^)
pN+l(8)
max 	
w 1-e xw Xdt(8-w,0)
min(8,w) 1 e-X(9-t)Xdt
+ H(6- T)
	
	
w l-e
- ^ w+T e t
•r
eXe_1
e A8	
ekT_1,
w(1-e W)
	 XT	 X(8-w)
e -e
if0 5 8sT
if T s 8 <w
if W s e 5 W + T
0	 if0s T
- 
Xw
log	 1-e	 if T s 6 s w
_ Xe	 1-e w+ T e A
e	 11e(W+T)
w	 - xwlogl-ems
	 if  5A s w+ To
ar	
—
1-e
Step one definitely starts at time zero, therefore I integrate
over the time t at which it might turn off. I use 
w 
for the uniform
probability density of turning off. The probability of receiving a
count Po 1 = e fit . If a count arrives at time A then 9 S t s 'w
and
w
t	
6	
1 ke- Xedt 	 x 
e 
Xe w-8 1 log1- e- ^w
A1^ )	 w 
1-e 	 1-e-w	 C	 X 	
•
, t ,	 r
and solve for x in
F(x) = RANF(-1).	 (29)
The UCSD Computer Center function RANT(-1) provides uniformly distrib-
uted pseudo-random numbers between 0 and 1. These distribution
formulas consider x measured from the minimum time at which the given
step could have turned on:
x+ (e-fix 1)	 if 0 s x s w
Fn( x ) 
_w	 (30)
w(1-e) lw+e'xw^ + w- x) - 1 e-^(x-w)
if w sx S 2
where 2 z n s N;
Fl(x) = 1-e kX(1 W) +( 1-e- Xx) log 1^X	 (31)
11-e
XXe-Ax, eXT
rT- (33)
xn ,..a b..i	 ...ss»M'rgs.	 .	 ,..,,
-
.r„^^ ^.-:ate.^
	
.	 r	 •	 `
ES'^
1.31
y"	 or
xi
eA
 ( 
w+T ) -Ax	 -X(w+T) A T1-e-	 T
_ — w (e	 -e	 )	 log ----^ + 1 - w
1-e 	-
_  1
+ w 1-eAw [T - e
-7►
w (x-w- A) -	 e-X(x-T) ]	 (32)
if w s x sw+T ;
FN+2 (x) = [(e-XT-e-Ax)
i
1-e- ATlog - kx -A T +
l e -e
for  sx < T
Note the normalization, F=0 for x 5 0, and F 1 for x z 2w, w, w + T,
or T, the respective maximum times at which the count could occur.
When the step coald begin before the telemetry became live,
then PS , Po, and the limits of integration all depend on the possible
dive exposure time of the step. T derive an3 use the distribution
	 I
functions for the seven different possibilities. These functions
depend very weakly on A. When the aspect solution reveals that a 	 g
step in which a count occurred might not have received full exposure
	
-
before telemetering, then another special set of probability density
functions apply. For simplicity, I assume that the step did receive
normal exposure, since with A 1 .0 to 3.0 the probability of not
receiving a count until the end of the telemetry sampling period does
not exceed 1.0 to .01 percent, and because in this case the live time
of 1.26 or 1.90 seconds greatly exceeds the maximum possible timing
error of .0375 seconds
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For each count the computer routine generates a random number.
It then solves equation(29)using the appropriate distribution function
by incrementing x in .0025 second intervals until F z RANF(-1). I then
assign x as the arrival time of the count. For the usual case normal
step, equation(300 approximate the density by a discontinuous triangu-
lar density
aA	 if 0 s A < w
p (2w-A) if w s 8 s 2w.
I choose Oe and a for normalization,
2w
1 = .F	 p "(6) d8
0
and so that p' gives the same expectation value for live time within
the step,
< t > _
	2w	 1
 tp (t) dt = w + - -X
	f 2w tp '(t)dt.
	
o	 n	 2	 e w.1	 0
These imply
3	 3
_	 -	 _	 -	 -
22 ^ and ^ 12 (^ —^W 2) •
	
w	 w	 e -1
This approximation transforms equation (29) to a quadradic equation, with
an exact solution for x. Figure 42 illustrates the validity of the
	 t-
triangular response for s 10 sec 1.
An ambiguity exists for counts arriving in steps which occur
r	 within (1.90-T) seconds after the telemetry becomes live. For X = 1.0,
e	 the telescope had a reasonable chance of making one complete spin scan
before receiving the count. I treat this as any other count, but also
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add (T/60) (1-e XT ) seconds to every sector.
For the direction of arrival I smear the count over all sectors
included in the step by adding the difference of the distribution
functions at the times corresponding to the end and beginning of the
sector.
Generally, I simply take X equal to the total counts received
divided by the 115.2 second energy channel time. During a sun event I
use a different X for each of the first seven sectors, based on the
sun gate rate and the effective solar exposure for the sector. For
the remaining sectors I either correct the total counts for ttie solar
contribution s possible only during small events, or merely use a fixed
X based on the diffuse component count rates determined for each energy
channel during some preliminary analysis runs.
In tae presence of charged particle fluxes greater than 36
sec routine uses the rate determined by the sun gate for the
given energy channel, since the total counts will overflow the 12-bit
^	 I
register in 115 seconds. When A z 20 sec - 1 the errors in solving 	 s
equation (29)and the breakdown of the assumption of a, constant within
Y
a step cause systematic overestimation of the live time.
I calculate the expected live time and variance for each sector
energy channel, assuming X gives thetrue time average counting rate.
In the two minutes there occur 30 samples which may last 1.90 'seconds
and 30 which may last 1.26 seconds.
i
< t > = 30[ i.9e-1.9a S
1.9
+ 
	 t Ae-Xt dt]
0
1.26
J	 t Xe 
At 
dt ]
0
+ 30(1. 26e-1.26h +
1 C60 - 30 (e-1.9h + e-1. 26X )1;
a2 = <t-O> - < t> 2 = 12 No - 60x (1.9e-1.9X + 1.26e-1.26X )A
- 30(e- 2A,(1.9) + e-2X(1.26))I.
The analysis program rejects sector energy channels for which the
deduced live time varies by more than 3a from <t >.
Figure 43 illustrates the discrete source contamination prob-
lems. The bottom line gives the fixed sector positions, the middle
line a set of step intervals. At various times a given step may start
anywhere within its own interval thus ending anywhere in the next
^	 ^	  Y
interval. Thus steps k, k + 1, and k + 2 all contribute counts to
4
sector j. A discrete source on the scan plane 180 away rom a step
edge can contribute 2 percent of its strength to that step. Thus, a
ti	
strong source at point A can contribute to step k, and a source at C
to step k + 2, so a 760
 band along the scan ' plane must be free of
sources to assure that sector j has less than1_percent contamination.
i,
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